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1. Introduction 
1n some sp巴ciesof tree-and v巴getable-fruitsthe surface is sometimes very much 
cork formed and brown cork-like substance is floated on the surfac巴 offrui ts like rusts 
of metals， and it is called russets in the field of horticulture. 
Such a phenomenon is seen mor巴oftenin pomac巴ous(apple and p巴ar)fruits and 
a similar phenomenon is also s巴nin grapes， peaches and citrus， etc.， and in every cas巴
the growth of russets on the surface of fruits much impairs the appearance of the 
fruits， hence it naturally becomes one of th巴 causesof lowering the market value of 
the fruits. 
The author divided mainly the russets produced on apple fruits into 4 kinds accord-
ing to th巴 regionwhere the russets are produced， though the russets are commonly 
differenciat巴dinto 2 kinds， namely stem-russets which spread from th巴 cavityof fruit 
to its shoulder including stem-end， and side russets or belly russets which are formed 
mainly on the side of fruit or whole surface of fruits. 
Th巴 russetsof apple fruit are easily produced on some varieties and are hardly 
produced on others， the former involves Jonathan， Golden Delicious， Ben Davis， Rox-
bury Russet， Ribston Pippin. Bc陪koop，Edmond， Yellow Newtown， etc.， and the latter 
Jonathan， Ben Davis， American Summer Pearmain， Yellow Newtown， especially， these 
van巴tieseasily formed the stem-russets. 
Hence， itis a problem how to prevent the russet of such appl巴 fruitscultivated in 
Japan as Jonathan Golden Delicious and Delicious group. 
Many reports published her巴tofore，relating to the russet of appl巴fruits，are read， 
the russ巴tformation of the apple fruits is caused by the spray injury at the young fruit 
stage in most cas巴， and by frost ll1Jury， and by the fruit abrasion with branches or 
leaves in the second most cases. 
B巴sid巴s，巴xcessivemoisture and poor gas exchange relate closely with the ruset 
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formation. And also it se巴msthat nutrient condition in trees， genetical factor and disease 
trace relate with the russet formation. 
TETLEy，82)，83) MCDANIELS and HEINICKE47) studied on the mechanism of growth 
in the russets on apple fruits， and d巴terminedthat cork formation took place when the 
cuticle of their fruit skin was broken and th巴epidermalce11s or the hypodermal c巴l1s
thereof were directly expc配 dto atmc陪phere，and that thereby russet formation appeared 
ther巴.Many researchers， thereafter， hav巴supportedthis th巴ory.Regarding the russ巴t
formation on apple fruits， also this are well accepted by a majori匂Tof researchers. 
The author， until now， conducted histological ob呂町vationsas to th巴 histological 
structure of the epidermal system of apple fruits and to the fundamental research relating 
to the mechanism of russet growth. Throughout the observation， especially， the d巴tail
structur巴 ofthe fruit surface was clarified by using a SUMP method and an el巴ctron
microscope. In addition， the author has pointed out that the originate from russets the 
lenticel (dot)， open stomatal typ巴， which was caus巳dby the rupture of cuticle， stomata 
and hair-bas巴sexisting on the receptacles at the flower stag巴・
As regards environm巴ntalfactors influencing on the russet formation， except the 
spray and frost injuries， fruit abrasion pointed out a1ready， the author has confirmed that 
the intensity of solar radiation， high moisture， poor gas exchang巴 influ巴ncedon the 
russet formation， and has found that the cuticular comporn巴ntsrelate closely such harm司
ful rays as ultra-violet rays by exposing artificially the rays. In view of the above 
points， the author has conducted experiments on the basis of the influence of environ-
mental conditions upon the epid巴rmalsystem of the fruits，巴speciallyupon the formation 
of waxy substance and cutin， and has been able to clarify the mechanism in growing 
of russets formed on apple fruits and the cause of the russet growth. 
11. Russets of apple fruits 
Theruss巴tsof apple fruits grow at the portions of the fruit from epidermis to hypo-
dermis or to the surface lay巴rof its cortex， and they app巴arin various forms suchぉ
n巴tmesh form， streak form， dots form and also dotted lin巴 formon the surface of the 
fruit. (Plate 1 ) 
When the lo.cations of russet growing are seen on th巴 fruitsurface， they may be 
divided into four parts the russet of the first one is concentrically grown in the stem-
end cavity of th巴fruit(see Fig. 1 and Plat巴1.A-l)， the second one is grown on the 
whole surface of the fruit (Fig， 2 and Plate 1. B-l)， the third one is grown on the 
calyx-end cavi匂Tof the fruit. (Fig. 2 left and Plate 1. C-l) Each of them is respectively 
called st巴m-巴ndrusset， side russet (or be11y russet) and calyx-end russet. Also， when 
the dot (lenticel) portion is r巴markablycorky， itis sometimes called dot russet. (Fig. 3 
ancl Plat巴1.D-l) 
The r巴lationamQng those russets of the four kinds ancl the respective growing states 
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紅 esummarized in Table 1. 
Tabl巴 1. Kinds and growing forms of russets 
N尚am四e PO恥加M町凶凶r此tion仁 仰 O仰附wt凶恥fruit吋悶 I G白r開 m時g加 m
St蜘em…-e叩叫n吋附心山d山hωru邸臨悶1お邸蹴s鉛s犯制et From s帥-引印凶dα町v抗ityto s仇加加uld凶蜘巴位r I S叫 fおO口mIn 1 
S臼1尚恥白(伶be凶刷州州l拘1均刷ly)討ru悶s鉛鮒s
臼ωlyx戸X叩 d刊叩路蹴附et川 F叩叫叫y日… n凶dω川 a却P位 | S同 kform 
Dot russet Dot (len州
Fig. 1.Stem-end russets formated in stem-
end cavity. Non-bagged Jonathan. 
Fig. 2. Sid巴一四回巴お (left)and calyx-end 
russets (right). Golden Delicious 
Fig. 3.Dots russets fonnated in Golden 
Delicious fruit 
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Nam巴ly，the st巴m-endrussets appeared 
in streak or in dott巴dline or in entire 
surface from the st巴m-endcavity to its 
shoulder portion. Sid巴 russetsappeared in 
net m巴shform or in entire surface at th巴
part of the fruit body often. 1t is character 
istic of russet growth that stem-end rus-
sets showed streak form and the dot rus-
seting showed the state of spott巴dform. 
Th巴 stem-end cavi句T russets grew 
more easily in the Jonathan， American 
Summer Pearmain， Ben Davis， and Golden 
Delicious fruits in Japan. 1n comparison of 
th巴 russetgrowth betw巴enfruits in one 
fruit cluster， the russets grew slightly in 
th巴 centralfruit and abundantly in th巴
side fruit. (Table 2) Since the stem-end 
russets appear oft巴n，ev巴nif such a careful 
treatment that the fruits are covered with 
the bags was taken at early stage of young 
fruits， this is sometimes caled as a natu-
rally grown russets on the fruit.38) 
It is said that the side russets are 
caused by th巴 unsuitabledistribution of 
sprayed materials on the fruit surface and 
by the fruit abrasion and also disease and 
insect injury， though， itincludes really 
unlmown causes. Th巴 siderusset is fre-
quently formed on the fruits of Golden De-
licious， but is hardly formed on fruits of 
Roxbury Russet， Ben Davis and 1ndo. 
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Table 2. Gro，ving of stem-end russets in Jonathan fruits cultivated 
witho叫tbagging (1962， 1964) 
Averal:e i Fruit diameter I Stem-end caviけ IRuset. 
Number I ~.~ ; 了 | 一一一丁一一一一I Stem I I Angle I 
山 包!此z芯:!恐t恐官到な渓た吋:ご司~ I恒恒l問酎出口i「t
_.! g 引 c叫 cm叫 cm叫 cα11叫n! cm叫 f0
凶196臼2Central fruits 50 193.5 6.5 i 7.9 I 2.1 I 2.1 I 3.6 ぽ I39.4 
Sid巴fruits 50 I 186.3 I 6.5 I 7.8 I 2.3 2.4 I 3.5 I 64 I 10.0 
964C出凶ruits 150 197.3 I 6.5 7.9 2.2 2.1 3.5 I 60 34.6 
S凶efrui包 1 150 189.8 6.1 I 7.9 2.4 I 2.1I 3.5 I 6498.9 
In th巴 casesof non-bagged fuits， the side russets appeared easily at the sunny surface 
of th巴 fruitsexposed to direct sunlight， the calyx-end russets appeared frequently on 
the Jonathan and Golden Delicious fruits， but the frequency of appearance in the calyx 
end russets was lower as compared with the stem-end and side russ巴ts.
Table 3. Relation between the direction of tree crown， fruit positons on 
trees and ruset growth (relative scale)， (Jonathan， Oct. 1958) 
Direc伽 of Fruit S蜘-endruset Side russet 
仕伐 crown 0田 ition Cen仕aJTSi証ζ← Ic四位al Side 
i fruit frui fruit fruit 
Inn巴r 1.3 4.4 5.4 4.9 
South I ~ I Outer 1.4 4.9 6.1 5.5 
North Inner 0.9 3.6 3.7 4.3 
Outer 1.4 5.6 6.4 6.7 
Dot rusets grew more strikingly in the orchard of comparatively high water table 
and in the years of high rain fall in the Indo， Golden D巴liciousfruits. etc. 
Besides the above mention， itis known that there are the infectious russets37)刈
growing in radial form by virus in the stem and the hereditary russets growing on the 
whole surface of th巴 fruit，73)but their instances ar巴 comparativelyrare. 
As described above， the rusets on the fruit of apple give damages to the appear-
anc巴 ofthe fruits， the real state is mainly du巴tothe abnormal corking of the fruit skins. 
lI. Histological study of the epidermal 
system of apple fruits 
In order to clarify the mechanism of russet formation on the apple fruit， it is first ne-
cessary to make clear the histological structure in the epidermal system of the fruit and 
at the same time to clarify the relation of the growth of the russ巴twith its mechanism. 
For such an object， th巴 histologicalstructure of th巴 epidermalsystem of apple fruits 
was observed and was investigated by sectioning the fruit skin and by using the SUMP 
methods and the electron microscope. 
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Ma terials and methods 
Apple fruits for the experiment were， atvarious times， taken from the Jonathan， 
Golden Delicious， Ralls， McIntosh and Indo trees grown in Yamagata University orchard 
in the city of Tsuruoka. 
Observation was conducted on each variety of the apple trees， at an interval of 3 
days for the period from flowering stage to young fruit stage， and thereafter until the 
period of harvest the mat巴rialwas taken from any desired portion on the tree once 
a month， and th巴 fruitskin portion was prepared from the fresh material by free hand 
sectioning each time and the surface was observed at the same time. Softening treatment 
was taken with 5 % pectinase， the material was fixed with formalin ac巴ticalcohol， and 
then according to the paraffin method microtome s巴ctionswere made. Whereby it was 
observed by an optical microsope. Also， at th巴 sametime the observation of the fruit 
surface was conducted by the SUMP method and an electron microscope. 
1n the abov巴 observations，th巴 materialswere taken from the equatorial portion of 
unbagged fruit in most cases， the observations， according to requir巴ment，were also 
conducted on the parts of stem巴nd(base)， calyx-end (apex)， and of the fruits covered 
with bags som巴times.
1. Structure of cuticle 
The cuticl巴 iscommonly the system for protecting the portion exposed to air sur-
rounding of plants. 1ts structur巴 issimple in th巴 caseof lower order plant like algae and 
som巴whatcomplex in higher order of plant. That is， itmay be said that the cuticle 
covering the leaves， stems and fruits of higher order of plant are cornposed generally by 
th巴 paraffinof long chain (the primary and secondary alcohol and keton) and cutin.'5) 
The outmost upper layer of apple fruits consists of cuticl巴 andits main constituents 
thereof are known as a waxy substance， cutin， and urosolic acid. Regarding the structure 
of the cuticle of apple fruits， there are several repor匂 accordingto HUELIN (1959)22>， 
MARTIN (1960)43) and MAZLIAK (1963)45)， and MAZLIAK consolidated these reports and 
indicated such a scheme of the cuticular structure as shown in Fig. 4. According to 
Ua 
Fig. 4. Structure of cuticle in apple fruits. (after MAZLIAK) 
Wg : Waxy grain Wl: Waxy liquid Ua : Urosolic acid Cu : Cutin 
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that figure the upp巴rlayer of th巴 cuticleof apple fruits consisted of waxy grains and 
the cutin layers containing urosolic acid which ar巴 squarepillar crystalline， and the 
10w巴rlayers are called as cutin in which the waxy liquid is accumulated in layer by 
layer. 
(1) Formation and state of wa玄ygrains (blooms) 
As described above， ithas been pointed out that the upper lay巴rof the cuticle of 
apple fruits is covered with waxy grains， but the morphological characteristic of apple 
fruit surface has not yet been r巴ported.
Then， 3 times of巴arlyJune， early July， and early September， the unsprayed fruits 
in shade were selected as many as possible and thereby the surface structures were 
observed by SUMP m巴thodon five varieties as Jonathan， Ralls， etc. As a result， the 
surface of cuticle of the apple fruits showed already upheaval in early June， as seen in 
Plate III recesses or cracks in each block wer巴 foundat the epidermal layer， and 
furthermore it was found that minor substances which were considered to be the waxy 
substance covered the upper surface of th巴 cuticle.(Fig. 5)Also， a result obtained by 
the observation of the same sample carried out by the replica method is shown in 
Plate I. 
Fig. 5. Surface view of cuticle of apple fruiお.
Left : Jonathan on June， 10. x 450， Right : Ralls on September， 10.x 800. 
Minute cover which was thought as waxy substance was indicated 
Namely， in the obs巴rvationin early June， the waxy substance covered was found 
on the fruit surface of each v紅 iety，but the waxy grains were not found. A small 
amount of the waxy grains was first observed in early July. (Plate I) 
As the result of observation conduct巴din the early September， the existence of the 
numerous grains like waxy substance was found as s巴巴nin Plat巴 III，and in this period 
it was considered that the formation of the waxy substance was very remarkable. 
Ther巴 wasa minor difference in the form of the waxy grains between varieti巴s，and 
in the fruits of McIntosh the grains wer巴 ofspherial shape or square pillar， and in Gold-
en De1icious and Jonathan their shapes were more or less irregular. (Plate III B， C， D) 
Also， when the sun-scald app巴aredon the fruits， or when the fruits were radiated 
with sterilizing lamps or when th巴 fruitsurface was wiped off by immersing them into 
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ether or chloroform， such a replica image that a cov巴ringof waxy substance disappeared 
was obtained. (Plate IV) 
(2) Cracks on cuticular surface 
Th巴 cuticl巴 ofthe apple fruits existed on the upper portion (th巴 surfacecontacted 
with air) of the epidermal cells was investigat巴dand the cuticular layer of smooth sur-
face covered al over， except stomata and hairs at the beginning of fruit growing stage， 
but the cuticle distributed in layer. (Plate V) 
As a result observed by the SUMP method on th巴 statevariation of the cuticular 
layer surfac巴 withthe growth of th巴 fruit，as se巴nin Plate III， in one week after 
flowering (late May) minute cracks were obs巴rvedalready on th巴 cuticularlayer surface 
of receptacle portions. (Plate VI B) These cracks become more apparently with the 
growth of the fruits and the width of the grooves extended. (Plat巴 VIC， D， E， F) 
In some parts of un-bagged Golden Delicious and Jonathan fruits in the period of 
middle and late July， when the apple fruits grew strikingly， th巴 crackson the epidermis 
continued to grow downwards and reached the hypodermis. (Plate VI G， H， VII E) 
As the portions being cracked were directly exposed to air， in 3 days wh巴nearly， 
and usually in 5-7 days the cracks changed to brown and cork cambium was formed 
continuously (Plate VII E)， and after 10 
14 days the cork cort巴x was formed. 
(Plate VI G， H， VII E) 
The portions of the epidermal cell 
being districted in net form with crack 
grooves corked， would die in a short time， 
and in many cases， cork cambium was 
formed at th巴partbeneath dead epidermis. 
(Plate VII E) 
After that， the dead epidermis p巴eled
in block and this accerelated the formation 
of cork tissue. (Plate VII F and Fig. 6) 
Fig. 6. Cork tissue formed b巴neathepidermis 
turning brown and peeling of. Jona-
than. July 4. 
2. Epidermal cells 
Epidermal cells of apple fruits consist of one lay巴rof th巴 cellwhich is approxi-
mately rectangular or squar巴 inshape， and their lower side contacts with hypodermal 
cels. (Plat巴 V，VII) 
The epidermal cells of the fruits chang巴dfrom rectangular shape approximate to 
square one (flat form) into an irregular shape with growing of fruits. The change in 
the shape of the cell b巴ganto appear after middl巴 Julyin al the varieties used for 
observation. In such varieties as Ralls， McIntosh and Gold巴nDelicious， the change in 
the shape was quite remarkable， but in fruit of Ralls such a change was obscure. 
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With the chang巴 i立 th巴 shap巴 ofeach epidermal ce1， the cells was loosed巴ach
other and the spaces between the cells were filled up with cuticle， therefore dead ce11s 
began to be found in the epidermis. 1t was th巴nr巴cognizedthat the cease of division 
in epidermal ce1s of th巴 fruittook place the beginning of July in the area of Tsu-
ruoka， Yamagata Prefecture. 
3. Stomata and hairs 
(1) Stomata 
In th巴 cellsof epidermis at the flower-bud stage of the apple r巴ceptacles，th巴 pri-
mordia stomata and hairs dotted in epidermis and they bec釘nestomata and hairs with 
their growing. (plate X， XIII-1， 2)
The number of adult stomata was 2 to 8 per square millimeter and that of adult 
hairs 3 to 10 P巴rsquare millimeter in young fruit after about 2 weeks from petal-fa11， 
and there was a great difference in the numbers of stomata and hairs in a given area 
between apple varieties. (Plate XV) 
The stomata distributing in the surface of receptacle of young fruits had a strong 
r巴semblanceto thos巴 distributingin the lower surface of a common plant leaf ti1 a 
week after the巴ndof flowering stage. (Plate X， X1) The subsidiary cells surrounding.in 
two to thre巴rowsguard cells， and the subsidiary c巴l1sgrew especially as the young 
fruits grew. From the result of the observation in microsopic section of this portion， it
was found that trapezoid-shaped cells were piled up as if bricks were obliquely piled 
up and that this portion was swollen as compared with other portions. And also， the 
subsidiary ce11s and the cells near them extended in rosette-shape was found. (Plate X1， 
XII) 
The subsidiary cells could be distinguished only one to two rows adjacent to the 
guard cel1s til 2 weeks after the petal-fa1， and 3-4 rows at 3 to 4 weeks after petal 
fall. (Plate X1) During this period， the stomata which wer巴 leftto op巴nbegan to in-
crease， and it was found that some stomata opened were developed巴venuntil cracks 
after that time. (Plate X1 C" C2' DJ， D2) 
(2) Hairs and hair-bases 
The epidermal system of receptacles in the apple trees consisted of the epidermal 
cel which was ungrown sufficiently to cuticle yet， hairs and the primordia of stomata 
from flower formation stage to unfolding stage. (Plat巴 XIII1~3) Such a stat巴 couldbe 
obs巴rv巴din the ar巴aof Tsuruoka， Yamagata Prefcture from late December to the 
early April of th巴 followingyear， and thereafter the cell division of th巴 epidermisand 
hypod巴rmisbec紅nevery strikingly， and the hairs elongated upwards as shown in Plate 
XII1 and XV， and therewith cell contents perished. 
Namely， the cell nucleouses of the hairs as shown in Plate XIII 3 were moved 
upwards from th巴properposition of the nucleouses of the epidermal cel1s shown in Plate 
XII1 4， 5， 6and the hairs further elongated. Such morphological changes wer巴 pr。
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gressed rapid1y in 7 or 10 days， and at the sam巴 timethe hypoderma1 cells a1so divided， 
and grew and b巴come3-4 1ayers as shown in P1ate xnr 5. 
F10wering stag巴 beganusually after about 2 weeks from this stage， and epiderma1 
system of receptacles after flowering was as follows 
On the surface of the丘pp1efruits， the hairs graw close1y and twistingly and were 2 
mm in 1ength (woo1y shap巴).The cells of sp巴cia1shape resembling to the subsidiary 
ceIls of the stoma were found around of the portions where hairs grew， but these were 
a1ready found in the receptacle at the flow巴ringstage and th巴ywere regard巴das th巴
cells supporting th巴 hairs.
The hairs， in the case of non-bagging， began to wi1t from their termina1 portion 
at about 3-4 we巴ksafter petal-fal corr巴spondingto the period from 1at巴 Juneto ear1y 
Ju1y， but sometimes they were removed by abrasing or fel off by their death. (Fig. 7 B) 
Fig. 7. A: Jonathan fruit cover巴dwith hair at the young stage. (May， 2) 
B : Golden Delicious， showing the hair begining to wi1t from terminal and to die. (May， 30) 
After the hairs fel off， the hair-bases remained as shown in Plate xvr H. 
4. Consideration and conclusion 
Th巴 histologicalobservations， re1ating tothe epidermis (epidermal system)， were per-
formed in connection with fruit diseases， physio1ogical lllJury， and the gas exchange 
during fruit storage， how巴V巴r，there were stil some unknown phenomena for histo1ogi-
ca1 structures of the apple fruit. 
Especially， in Japa.n it may be said thatぉ forthe waxy substance on the fruit 
surface， itwas only simply known as b100ms in th巴 fieldof horticultural study. Regarding 
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other fields， itcan be said that everything had not been completely clarified yet. For 
example， recently， RICHIMOND， MARTIN (1959)65) and HUELIN (1959)22) were studying 
on the existence of waxy substance on the apple fruit， but there is a certain extent in 
magnification of the optical micrωcopes， and it could be said that the clarification of 
minute structure of the substance is yet insufficient. Thereafter， SKENE (1963)78) con-
ducted the observations on the waxy substance (bloom) on the fruit surfaces of the p巴ars，
plums and the apple fruit， and for the first time he showed the state of the waxy cov-
ering the apple fruit by the photograph of an electron microscope. At similar time to 
his study， MAZLIAK (1962-1964)45) observed histological structure of th巴 waxysubstance 
layer in the apple vari巴勿 calledCalville Blanc by using an electron micrωcope， and 
found that the waxy substance existed in granular structure on th巴 surfaceof cuticul訂
layer. As V AN OVERBEEK ( 1959)~5) assumed as to the formation of the waxy substance 
of the leaf surface， itw;ぉ observedthat the waxy substance was made from the spongy 
portion of the cuticle. 
The waxy substanc巴 coveredon the surface of apple fruits plays important part for 
the prevention from a water penetration through cuticle and from the infection of dis-
ease germs. There is litle report investigat巴don the structual relation between russet 
development and waxy substance. So far， the cuticle is considered as if it had simple 
structure of cuticle， and in this study waxy substance was clarifi巴dby the observation. 
Thus， the waxy substance was coated somewhat on the upper surface of cuticle at 
early stage， thereafter this substance was aggregated and formed minute grains. Conse-
quently， the substance seen QY the naked eye as bl∞m were actualy waxy grains， and 
were easily disappeared by sun1ight or artificial light， and it was found that the waxy 
substance could be wiped， and could be remov巴dto be dissolved with ether or chloro-
form. But it could not find how the cuticle was formed on the upper layer of the epi-
dermal cels. 
In this study it was pointed out that small cracks existed already in the cuticle of 
the receptacle， but CLEMENTS (1935)13) did not describe in detail on the cause of the 
formation and the process of the development of the cuticle in his report. 
MUELLER (1954)51) observed the surface structur巴 invarious species of pl阻 tsby 
using th巴 electronmicroscope. Ac 
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of epidermal cells， the separation of th巴m，the forming of the interce11ular spaces. Hence 
in the case of apple varieties which a poor cuticular formation occurs the thickness of 
cuticular layers was thin， hence cuticular accumulation would be minority. Thus as 
cracks progressed deeply through the epidermal cells or th巴 hypodermalce11 sometimes 
they became natura11y to be巴xposedto air. It is considered that such a fact have close 
relation with the formation of corky substance by the exposure to air and also with 
the development of russets. 
The subsidiary cells could also be distinguished in many points from epidermal ce11s， 
and it is considered that they were mutua11y isolated by the separation of the ce11s 
around stomata and this play important part for the fomation of th巴 1entic巴1.
Th巴 formationof th巴 lenticeloriginated from the hair-bases trod similar path to 
that of in russets， hence it seems that special ce11s which has the function of supporting 
the hair become the origin of corky cracks. 
If th巴 coveringwith the cuticle (including waxy substance) was v巴ryimport忍ntfor 
contro1ing a moisture 10ss out of the inside of the fruit and for preventing the penetra-
tion of harrnful substances and the infection of disease from outsid巴. It is supposed the 
cuticular portions which the stomata existed and hairs removed at the early fruit grow-
ing stag巴 andcuticular cracks or wounds other than those， varied physically cracks 
with fruit grawing， further the cracks progress to the epidermal cell and progress deeply 
enough to reach the hypodermal c巴l1s，and at last this results in the d巴velopmentof 
russets in apples. 
IV. Histological configuration with皆rowingof fruits 
and the mechanism in deve~oping of russets 
In chapter 11， itwas described that the epidermal system of the apple fruit was 
histologica11y observed and the result showed that the structural change in their tisue 
might became one of the causes of starting of the russets. 
In this chapter， the author observed histologica11y if the configuration of the fruit 
takes plac巴 inthe fruit under natural condition and also measured the amount of waxy 
substance， further the mechanism of the developing of russets of the fruit was clarified 
in the same methods as described in chapter 11. 
1. Time and changes in the formation of waxy suhstance 
In chapt巴r11， itwas described that the result was obtained by the observation on 
the formation of waxy substance on the apple fruit surface. 
In this section， however， the resu1t determin巴dthe amount of waxy substance in 
connection with the time of formation in the waxy substance would be d巴scribedat 
the same time. 
Namely， th巴 amountof waxy substance was measured by the sam巴 methodas 
described by MARTIN-13)， the seven vari巴tiesof Golden De1icious， Ra11s， etc.， was used as 
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samples， and thus it was carried out 4 times， early June， early July， early September 
and early October， respectively. Th巴 procedur巴 ofseparation of waxy substance from a 
fruit was summarized in Table 4. 
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40 fruits were lightly washec1 with c1ilute 
acetic acic1 and were c1riec1 in mr 
Fruits as great as ball were selectec1 anc1 its area was roughly 
calculatec1 from the diameter of the fruit 
Samples were immersed into 40 cc， for 30 s巴己口nc1， anc1 was 
repeated 3 times by the same way 
Toyo filter paper No. 6 was usec1. 
S巴parationof waxy substance from the surface of an apple fruit Table 4. 
Sampling fruit 
Calculation of surface area 
i 
Immersion into chloroform 
↓ 
Filtration 
l 
Removement of chloroform Evaporatec1 unc1er low pressure. 
I 
Desiccation of resic1ue anc1 weighmg 
The change in an amount of waxy substance in apple fruits is shown in Fig. 8， 3 
varieties used as samples， Jonathan， Ralls and Golden Delicious had a very small amount 
of waxy substance less than 0.3 mg/cm2 and less in early June than in early July， 
and also Golden Delicious incr巴ased
slightly up to 0.63 mg/cm2 巴venin 
early Octob巴r，while this amount 
in Ralls increas巴dconsiderably up 
to 0.94 mg/cm2 in early September 
and increased remarkably up to 1.17 
mg/cm2 in early October. 
From microscopical observation 
of th巴 fruitsurface， itseems that 
waxy grains of apple fruits was 
rapidly formed after early July， but 
such a phenomenon was further 
confirmed from the r巴sultobtained 
by th巴 chloroformimmersion me-
thod in waxy substance and the 
waxy substance was incr巴asedup 
to about 0.3 mg/cm2， and the rate 
of increas巴 was 0.1-0.3 mg/cm2 
from June to July. 
There was a difference in the 
amount of the waxy substanc巴 of
fruit skin betw巴巴n th巴 varieti巴s，
and the amount of the waxy subs司
??
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Fig. 8. Seasonal change in amount of wa入y
substance of apple skin. (Ralls， Jona-
than， ancl Golc1en Delicious: 1963， 
McIntosh anc1 Inc10 : 1966) 
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tanc巴 inJonathan and Golden Delicious which were easy to form russets， was less than 
that in such Ralls and Starking Delicious apples as form g巴nerallylitle russet. (Fig. 9) 
When the structure of the cuticle was discussed on the basis of the amount of 
waxy substanc巴containedin cuticle， itwas considered that th巴moreth巴russetwas easily 
formed in th巴 fruitskin， the less waxy substance in th巴cuticle，hence such an apple as 
formed less waxy substance in th巴 cuticlemay be more lowered the protective function. 
2. Development and difference of cuticle between varieties 
In order to observe a change in cuticular thickness with growth of the fruit， th巴
836 
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traverse s巴ctionsthrough the equator of the fruits of Jonathan， Golden Delicious， and 
Ralls wer巴 madeby paraffin method from early May to middle October， and were 
stained with Sudan III， and th巴 cuticularthickness was m巴asuredwith a ocular micro-
meter， and the r巴sultof the measurements is ShOWIl in Fig. 12. 
According to this observation， the thickn巴sof the cuticular layer increased gradually 
til early October in each variety， but thereafter therewas no increas巴inthe thickness 
betwe巴nany varieties， the thiclmess showed a tendency of decrease， though very slightly. 
Also， ther巴 werea more or less difference in values measured between the used 
varieties， but this change was already noted about the period of the p巴tal-fal(late May). 
Namely， the order of Jonathan > Ralls > Golden Delicious in cuticular thickness had 
already existed in the early stage of growth of the fruits， however this order changed 
to Ralls> Jonathan> Gold巴nDelicious in harvest season. 
In addition， variation in thickness of th巴cuticularlay巴rdepended upon a year until 
some degree. (Fig. 10) 
Wher巴as，at the same time， the thickness of the cuticular layer (including the cuti-
cular layer and the epidermal cels) ， the weight of the cuticular layer and the amount 
of cutin were measured. 
In the measurement of the cuticular weight， the portion of the hypodermis and 
the cortex were remov巴dby such a method as described next 
(1) ¥司Taxysubstance was removed with chloroform， and the fruit skin was peeled off 
as thin as possible and 200 discs of 1 cm2 (5 discs from one fruit) were punched and 
were washed into water. After that， being dried for 24 hours at 400 C， the discs were 
W巴ighedwhen their w巴ightis unchangable. 
(2) The 100 discs dried was巴xtractedwith ether in a Soxhlet extractor 8 hours， 
and was extracted with ac巴tonand methyl alcohol， in order by the same way， and the 
residue was removed. 
(3) The residue was refluxed with 1.6 % ammonium oxalate and after with 0.4 % 
oxalic acid until the cuticular membrane was separated. 
(4) The residue was refluxed with 1.25 % w/v H2S04 for about 30 minutes， and with 
0.2 % KOH for about one hour， and then was r巴fluxedwith the KOH until the solution 
had become colorless and thereby cellulose and p巴cticsubstances were eliminated. 
(5) The cuticular membrane was wash巴dinto water， was dried at 1000 C， and was 
weigh巳d.
The measur巴mentswere immediately conducted after the fruits were picke 
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Seasonal change in weight of the cuticular membrane in the apple fruit skin. (1965) 
the late growth stage of the fruit with the elapse of time was not so significant. Th巴
order of an increase in the cuticular formation among the apple varieties used was 
Ralls> J onathan > Golden Delicious， and an smal increase was found in Starking Deli-
cious and lndo apple as compared with the other varieti巴s.It should be noted， however， 
that there was no difference in an increase of cuticular membrane between th巴 fruits
taken at harvest season and those storaged for one month after harv巴st.
Fig.11 
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The dried cuticular membranes were washed into water and after into ethyl alcohol， 
being treated with 0.5 N ethernolic KOH for 3 hours. This liquid was neutralized with 
2.5 N HC1， and was filtrated. Th巴 remaind巴rwas displaced into water， and when it 
was made to acidity， the cutin acid was moved into巴ther，and then the ether was evapo-
rated. 1t was dried and its weight was m白 sured，the cutin amount obtained thereby 
was indicated as th巴 cutinacid in Fig. 14. 
In the cutin amount of Ral1s， Jonathan and Golden Delicious apples， the amount 
of cutin in the fruit skin of Ralls was slightly higher than that in Jonathan， but that 
of Golden Delicious was lest among three varieties. Golden Delicious showed an increas巴
of cutin as a time elapsed til early September， but thereafter showed reduction， though 
very small， especial1y in Golden Delicious， its amount gradual1y reduced after the first 
observation in August， and when the fruit was storaged for one month from October 5 
to November 5， no change was observed in the case of al varieties used as well as in 
the case of th巴 cuticularm巴mbraneweight except Gold巴nDelicious. 
3. Process of the cork (russet) formation 
In chapter III， the process in an quantitive increas巴ofthe cuticle， inaccompanying 
with the histological configuration of the apple fruit is described and the difference 
between varieties wer巴 de-<cribedin the chapter IV. 
Th巴 changesin the cuticl巴，th巴巴pidermalcells， and the hypodermal cels under 
r巴alcondition would be described on the basis that the russet of the apple fruit und巴r
actual condition was due to abnormal cork formation. (Chapter I) 
(1) Peeling off cuticle and formation of periderm 
When the structural changes in the cuticle and the epidermal cells were observed 
on sections of fruit skin portions with th巴 elapseof time， the result is shown in Plate 
XI and V1I. The cracks produced first in the cuticular surface， gr巴w gradually and 
became groov巴 cracks.At the same time， in the epidermal cells beneath cuticular layer 
the state of the cels changed with the growth of the fruit， and the separations of the 
Fig. 13. Dead epidermis separated from 
hypoc1ermis anc1 cor1王tisueformecl 
there. (Golclen Delicious， July 30) 
839 
Fig.14. D巴hiscenceclstoma (lenticeJ) gener-
at巴clcompensatory cels anc1 the 
cork tissue formecl there. (Gold巴n
Delicious， July 30) 
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epidermal cells from hypodermis occurred at the place where the groove cracks appeared 
first， simultaneously with this， the epidermal cells or the hypodermal cells wer巴 directly
exposed to the atomosphere. 
Under such a condition， not only the ce11s exposed to air but also the cells around 
these cells began to be decayed in a short period (plate VII， IX) and th巴 periderm
located at such portions formed th巴 secondarytissue， when the periderm began to be 
formed the cuticle alone or the epidermal cels attaching with it， the periderm was 
peel巴dand the formation of new cork tissue gradually occurred in the layer beneath 
the epidermal cells peeled. (Plate VII E， F， H) 
It seemed that the process through which th巴 finecracks progressed to th巴r出 sets
on th巴 fruitside or on the stem-end was similar to that through which the periderm 
(cork cambium， cork tissue and cork cortex) was formed as described above. 
While， the cuticular layer do not exist in the stomata and the hair-bases. As the 
function of stomata was stopped， the cells calledぉ∞rnpensatorycells began to formed 
at the inside of th巴問spiratorycavity. In succession， the stomatal apertures wer巴 opened
remarkably and the cel layer beneath th巴 compensatorycells produced cork cels and 
at last these become lenticels. And such an ph巴nomenontook place in the hair-bases， 
though rarely. (Fig. 14 and Plate XI D-2， XXI) 
In order to cary out the histo-chemical observations on the fall-off of the cuticle 
and th巴 formationof periderm， the LILLIE'S m巴thod(ICHIKA w A) for P AS substance， 
BRACHET'S pyronine methyl green staining (ICHIKA w A) for RNA， and further by the 
Acrolein SCHIFF reaction and DUIJIN's methodfor prot巴inswere used. A good staining 
wasobtained by DUIJIN's method for the cuticle of the apple fruit. (Plate XVII A， 
E) It seems that th巴 PAS substance increased mor巴 orless because a positive reaction 
was obtained. Wh巴nthe wall of the hypodermal cels changed to thick-wal somewhat 
through the peeling off of the cuticle and the decay of the epidermal ce11s， pyronine 
stained th巴m to red color. It was understood that the RNA had somewhat more largely 
contained in a peelded cuticular layer than the normal portions of hypodermal ce1s did 
(Plate XVIII B， D) and its cork tissue was quite w巴1stained by P AS reaction， Acrolein 
SCHlFF'S reaction and pyronine methyl green staining. 
(2) Relation hetween histological and morphological characteristics and 
cracking of 
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Table 5. Classification of used varieties by means of the character of epidermis 
Cuticle Epidermal cels 
Group of varieties W位 y |Tt1比nesslwdghtof|IltErcellulMlMorphologicaliTimE d 
substance ! • U<~~'~J I m巴mbranei space change I death 
A. Ralls， Mclntosh， ~.. ^l. +l.:^1. I l. ^^..:~~. I 1___~ much thick heaviest large great late Starki珂 DeliciousI JCUd'C d.lC;c!'t. 
I slightly I 
B. Jτ:22r官官~I medium I m山 mlheavier lmedium! small |Early 
j than C 
C. Golden Delici叩 litle 仙 |刷er I smal ，詑markable 吋
cuticle) and the cracking of the 
epidermis must be clarified. 
As regards the histological 
variation， as indicated in Plate V 
already， the epid巴rmis changed 
structurally in th巴 applefruit after 
the middle stage of thickening. 
There were some differences in the 
process of cuticular accumulation 
and the formal variation of the 
epidermal cells between 3 types. 
The tested s巴ctionsweT巴 classified
3 types by the variations of forms 
in the epidermal cells， each ch紅 a.
cteristics is shown in Table 5 and 
its representativ巴 fruitskin (epider 
mis) type is shown in Fig. 15. 
It was clear th巴rebythat the 
thickness of the cuticle was thick 
in Ralls， McIntosh and Starking 
Delicious fruits. Even though the 
changing of form appeared evi-
dently， cracks was small (thick 
layer of cuticl巴， non-splitting and 
non-cracking typ巴).While， in the 
Golden Delicious fruits a change 
in the form of epidermal cells was 
quite remarkable at stage of fruit 
grand growth. Thus the formation 
of cuticle in such a variety was not 
accompanied by th巴 fruitgrowth 
Fig. 15. Epidermal types of appl巴inleaden 
varieties in J a pan 
841 
A : Thick cuticular layer， non-splitting 
and non-cracking type. 
B : Thin cuticular layer， cracking and 
splitting type. 
C : Thin cuticular layer， splitting and 
cracking type. 
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(in th巴 varietiesof thin cuticu1ar 1ayer， sp1itting， and cracking type) ， for this reason 
the cracks and the d巴cayof巴piderma1cel1s occurred early， and in cons巴qu巴nce，the 
formations of the secondary tissue occurred apparently ear1ier than that of the varieties 
in the other type. A1so， even though the variation of form of th巴 epiderma1cel1s wぉ
smal1. the russet formation in Jonathan and American Summer Pearmain app1e (thin 
1ay巴rof cuticle， cracking and sp1itting type) wou1d easi1y rise on1y in the stem-end 
portion or in the calyx-end portions. 
4. Formation of lenticel and development of spot russet 
The stomata of app1e fruits wou1d be 10st th巴 openingand closing function with 
growing of the fruit， and after that they wou1d 1eave to open. Cracking of the stomata 
took p1ace by the mutua1 separation of a pair of guard cel1s and subsidiary cels. The 
stomata1 portion was cracked as a center stomatal aperture a10ng the gap betw巴巴nguard 
cel1s. (Fig. 16) 
There were 2 kinds of stomata， a 
kind of which were closed unti1 the accu-
mu1ation of cuticle began afterwards， and 
the other of which were comp1emented 
with the compensatory cel1s. lFig. 14) Th巴
2 kinds of 1enticels originated from the 2 
kinds of stomata， as shown in P1ate. X叩 d
XIII， cou1d be easi1y distinguished by the 
permeation of the solutions. Name1y， the 
fruits were immersed into various staining 
solutions， and were observed on fruit 
stalllg. 
Und巴rsuch condition， ifthe immer-
sion was of a short time， the staining dyes 
on1y emerged into the tissue of the fruit 
and the staining of the c巴lswas insuffi-
cient1y performed. The result obtained by 
s s 
s 
Fig. 16. The rising point of stomatal crackings. 
G : Guard cels 
R : Respiratory cavity 
S : Subsidiary celis 
(arrow marks show the starting point of cracks) 
using various staining dyes is shown in Tab1巴 6.
From the Tab1e 6， the acid staining solution (pH 4-6) penetrated more easi1y through 
such a tissue as hypoderm than basic one did. Th巴 experimentshowed， according1y， that 
an acid solution of the staining dye was somewhat difficult to penetrate through the 
Ilssue. 
A1so， acid solution of m巴thy1enb1ue， was divided into pH 2.4， 4.5 and 7.7， r巴spec-
tiv巴1y，and the exp巴rimentwas conducted for determining the degrees of penetration of 
th巴 stainingdye through th巴 cellof th巴 1entice1，匂 resu1tshowecl th巴 ord巴rof pH 
4.5 > 2.4> 7.0 by the degree of penetration. 
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Table 6. Penetration of staining dyes in the tissues of Jonathan， Ralls and Golden Delicious 
frU!匂 immersedinto various staini昭 solut旧nfor 2 hours (July 15， 196η 
suining dyes l pH value |Degmofstml昭 |Degreeof pmdmon 
I P" ，~ ， ~v I (lenticel) ∞rtiα.1 tissue) 
h制仙fra加ロm即niばr
Methy叫lenbl北u凹巴 4.5 
Methyl green 4.3 
Fast green 
D. haematoxylin 
Neutral red 
Aceto carmine 
Orange gr巴en
Eosin 
Sudan II 
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The lenticels of the apple fruit were caused by the stomata and sometimes th巴
hair-bases， the morphological changes in lenticel portions with the thickening of the 
fruit is shown in Plate XXI E-H， and lenticels in the Early McIntωh showed a tri・
angular shape， but other varieties showed irr巴gularshapes. 
The result observed on th巴 morphologicalchanges in stomata with growing of the 
fruit showed that the stomata of apple fruit continued normal function for about 2 
weeks after petal-fal， but after that in dependence upon the varieties， Jonathan and 
Golden Delicious， their stomata were left to open even after 3 we巴ks，and the stomata 
of Ralls w巴reextremely lat巴lyleft to open after 4-5 weeks. Further， aft巴rabout 5-6 
weeks the stomata remained in state of opened cracks in each of varieties， and after 
that with growing of the fruit the portion surrounding stomata began to crack litle 
yet and the cork tissue was gradually formed th巴re.(Plat巴 XII)
In Golden Delicious， Indo， etc the starting points of cracks were often found in 
hair-bases (lenticel) and the cracks expanded to large width and the cork tissue wぉ
formed there: 
In chapter III， itwas already discribed that the hairs were gradually removed with 
growing of the fruit， and the decay and remove of the hairs began from shoulder por-
tion of apple fruits towards the side portion in most cases. And the calyx-end cavity was 
not r巴movedfor longer time than the shoulder portion. In the sam巴 fruit，the its hairs 
were earlier removed from the fruit surface rec巴ivingsunlight than from shade surface. 
Furthermore， there was a differ巴ncein the time of hair removing between the varieties， 
and in the hair of Ralls remained often even at 5-6 we巴ksafter petal-fall. Whereas， 
th巴 hairsof American Summer Pearmain， McIntosh and Golden Delicious fruits were 
removed comparatively early after about 2 weeks. 
After the hairs were removed， this places removed remained intact as hair-bases. 
There were one case that the epidermis splitted and became to the lenticel， although such 
cases appeared rarely， (Fig. 17) and other case that cracked traces were formed cork at 
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an early period or were complemented with cuticle， 
and were only upheaved somewhat there without 
cork formation， but did not b巴comecrack. The fOl二
mer， except being mor巴 orless small in near harv巴st
season， was quite difficult to distinguish from the 
cork formation r巴sultedfrom old stomata， and the 
stomata cracked along the gap b巴tVl巴enguard c巴l1s
from their peripheral ce1s. 京市il巴 thehair-base 
cracked concentrically by the influence of th巴 peri-
ph巴ralce11s which w巴r巴arrangedin rosette form and 
this would be able to be an index for the distinction 
of the way to crack. (Fig. 17 and Plate XIV) 
1n the crack巴dportions c且usedby the stomata 
and hair-bases， the secondary cork tissue were form-
ed around both. The relation between the cork form-
ation of these wound traces and quantitive change 
H 
¥ 
¥£好ベJJ/H
"":-r'/τ『杯、、
仁i争ク、
Fig. 17. Hair-base and its 
origin of crack. 
H : Hair-base 
S : Subsidiary cels 
(arrows show the origin of crack) 
in th巴 cellcontents were inv巴stigated，and the result obtained is shown in Plate XX. 
As clarified by Fig. 17， itwas found that the celJs in the lower layer of the parts 
receiving wound were strikingly strained to red color and w巴remore richly RNA than 
the cells around these cells did. Also polysaccharoid grains 目立ldnot be found in these 
cells， but it seems that they contained rich suga了 fromth巴 factthat the membrane of 
sclerenchyma ce11s showed strong P AS r巴action.Furth巴rmore，the c巴l1swhich had thick 
ce11 membrane around the wound showed pc氾lIlver巴actionon RNA and also showed 
positive reaction by Acrolein Schiff. 
5. Difference in .epidermal t:ransfiguration between 
the positions of the apple fruits 
Even if the s紅neappl巴 fruitbears at variou" position on its trees， itsgrowth would 
be different in growth in clependence upon its position. Consequently， some differences 
are to exist in th巴 formof th巴巴picl巴rmis(epiclermal system) of fruit in dependence 
upon a posuion. 
When the fruits were obs巴rvedin division into the fruit calyx-end (apical)， side 
portion (median) ancl st巴m-end(basal)， the epidermal transfiguration in the side portion 
of fruit appeared earliest among th巴 threeportions. Namely， the cracks by the stomata 
and the removement of hairs began earliest at the side portion and appeared latest at 
the calyx-end portion. The developm巴ntof cracks on the surface of cuticle appeared 
early， but the formations and developments of the crack grooves ancl splitting appeared 
strongly in the stem-encl， and appeared comparativ巴lyweakly at the calyx-end portion. 
Also， the app巴aranceof the cuticular crackings were irr巴gularat the side portion 
and clid not show any definite appearance， but at th巴 st巴m-endportion， tensile strength 
acted on the巴pidermisas the apple fruits grew， this strength on fruit surface had two 
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tangential direction of right angle when longitudinal axis was consideredぉ bas巴.Henc巴，
the cracks of two directions， concentric and radial cracks app巴ar巴don the fruit surface. 
1n dependence upon th巴 positionof fruit su了face，the cuticle was upheaved or was 
separated upwards from epidermis. The crackings of cuticle at the apical portions (calyx 
end portion) spreaded conc巴ntricalytowards tangential di問 ction，and such cr旦ckswer巴
shallow as compared with those of the stem-end portion. (Plate XXII) 
1n th巴 caseof Ralls apples a filling-up the vertical intercellular spac白 ofepidermis 
with the cuticle was obviously observed at the late growth stage of the fruit (Chapter 
II1-2)， but， such a phenomenon in the stem-end portion was obscure as compared with 
other portions of the same fruits and the cuticle of upper surface of epidermal cells 
occupied in wedg巴 shapethe upper interspaces of epidermal cells. 
Fig. 18. Section of the fruit skin in stem-
encl cavity. Jonathan， July 5， 1960. 
Fig. 20. Section of the calyx-encl russet. 
Golclen Delicious， Sept. 25， 1960. 
Fig. 19. Section of the stem-encl russet. 
Jonathan， sept. 25， 1960. 
μ. x一-x RALLS 
ω8 t 0-0 JONATHAN 
(f) 岩7t一企 GOLDEN DELlCIOUS 
汽叶 ，...---と二三一一-~--~H ぷ;/》¥くこ
ぽ 4t~---::二三シノ--一一一一←ー-.
j 3t/ 
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ト l
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DATE OF SAMPLlNG 
Fig. 21. Seasonal changes in cuticular thickness of 
the appl巴skinin stem-encl cavity. (1962) 
Furthermore， the thickness of the cuticular layer of th巴 stem-endportion was mea-
sured with micrωcopical s巴ctionswith growing of the fruit， and this is indicated in 
Fig. 21. 1t was found that the cuticular layer of st巴m-endportion of Jonathan， Ralls 
and Gold巴nDelicious apple was thinner than that of their side portion. (Fig. 10) 
At the ear1y stage of growth of th巴 applefruit， th巴rewere no apparent differences 
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in the structure of th巴巴pidermalc巴1s，the hypodermal c巴1and th巴 C巴1sof frui t flesh 
between positions of fruit skin. But as th巴 fruitgrew， a difference in the structure of 
thes巴 ce11sbetween positions of fruit skIn began to app巴訂.The epidermis and hypoder-
mis described until now， were observ巴don th巴sideportion of fruit skins alone as sample， 
while the structure of these ce11s in th巴 skinof stem-end cavity (esp巴cia11ythe cortical 
ce1s) is shown in Fig. 18 and 19. As th巴 fruitshape varied rapidly， the shape of these 
ce11s changed from rectangular shape into square shape， and the long side of the rectan-
gle agreed with the direction of longitudinal axis by tensile of surface for fruit growth. 
On the other hand， in the parts of calyx-end cavity， the change in ce11s was found 
nothing except th巴 cavityp訂 tsdepressed slightly and also the chang巴 inthese cells 
was slow as compared with that of st巴m-endcavity. (Fig. 20) 
6. Difference in structual change between epiermal systems of 
skins of the central fruit and of the side fruit 
Fig. 2. Flor巴tsof flower cluster at 
stage. R : Ralls， J : Jonathan， G : Go!den 
Delicious， C : central flower， bracts at-
tached to florets of both a central flower 
and side flowers. 
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Fig. 23. Fruit cluster at th巴stageof fruit 
thinning. R : Ralls， G : Golden Delicious， 
C : central fruit. 
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GOLDEN DELlCIOUS 
回目回開~~~~~~~~
~~白色巴同~LJ
8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 
JONATHAN 
四四回目白白巴阿国巴町巴lj
1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ロロロロロ門門巴
8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 
RALLS 
DU~~~回目四~~~~~可
巴巴ロロ巴巴閉口
8 9 10 11 8 9 10 
CENTRAL FRUIT SIDE FRUIT 
Fig. 24. Chang巴inthe fruit shape of apple with growing 
1 : May 15， 2: May 30， 3: Jun. 10， 4: Jun. 15， 
5 : Jun. 20， 6: Jun. 25， 7: JuJ. 10， 8: JuJ. 20， 
9 : JuJ. 30， 10: Aug. 10， 11: Aug. 30. 
11 
cavity， sid巴 portion，and calyx-end portion was histologically and anatomically observed 
with their sections or by SUMP method. But there was no histological difference. 
However， itwas found that there was a time lag betw巴巴nthe formation of epid巴rmal
system in the central fruit and that in th巴 sidefruit， hence such a difference is shown 
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Fig. 25. Comparison of angles between the stem-end cavity walls 
in the central fruit with that in side fruit. (J onathan， 1962) 
in Table 7. 
Namely， the structual change in epidermal system appeared earlier one week in 
the central fruit (flower) of apple than in the side fruit (flower)， and also it was found 
to be difference in the growth between the central flower and sid巴 flower.Hence the 
length of stem in th巴 c巴ntraland side fruits and the mode of the depression in stem-
end cavity were measured. As the result obtained， th巴 stemof the central flower wぉ
longer than that of the sicle flower til th巴 pinkbucl stage， ancl the longituclinal growth 
of the central flower stem was sup巴riorto that of the sicle flower stem apparently， 
(Fig. 22-R， J， G) but the stem of th巴 sid巴 fruitlengthened more from petal-fal stage 
til fruit picking stage than that of the central fruit stem did， on the contrary， th巴
central fruit stem was shorter. (Fig. 23) Such a phenomenon was especially apparent 
in Starking Delicious， Jonathan， Ralls and McIntosh apple， but there was no clifference 
in the length of fruit st巴m among the varieties of Delicious strain. 
Whereas， from the result obtained by comparison of the stem-end cavi匂Tformation 
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in the central fruit with that in side fruit， itwas found that the stem-end cavity of 
the side fruit was somewhat deeper than that of the central fruit， and the structual 
change was irregular until a certain extent. (Fig. 25) In addition， the sample fruits 
were picked up at the int巴rvalof about 10 days and were cut longitudinaly through 
Table 7. The difference in epidermal system between the central fruit and side fruits 
Central fruit Side fruit 
Numbers per 1cm2 88.6 93.4 
Hair 一一一一一一一一一一 」一一一一一一←一一一一一一一一一|一一一一一一一 一一一一一
十 Removalperiod '3 weeks after petal-fal 3-4 weeks after petal-fal 
Numbers per 1cm2 i 3.2 3.2 
s… TtJZ問 3-J長i;L4iiii:fJllコ:長二fter瓦函
! Thickness of 8-9 8-9 
Cu帥 ~embranup」| ー ー ー ー
I Formationぱ cracks! lit由 | 悶 newhatmany 
Enidermal 
ycells I changing p町旧d 脱 June la句 June-ea均 July
Table 8. Hair numbers per 5mm2 on the αntral and side fruits 
May 20 June 10 
C印刷 fruit Side fruit C印刷 fruit Side fruit …I_~pex !叫作文|同 iM吋血lM l加 IMedianiApex 
American Sl1mmer 49.2， 41.61 49.0 49.2' Pearmain 45.3 46.6' 49.4， 48.8 42.9i 48.9 
McIntosh 46.6 49.5 48.8: 50.2， 40.4 43.0' 49.0 41.0 44.5; 49.1 
Golden Delicious 46.9' 49.5 49.4' 50.7: 46.8 44.5 49.4; 47.2 44.01 48.7 
Jonathan 48.9 'l9.6 49.0. 50.1: 44.2' 48.4 45.0 44.91 50.3 44.4 
Ralls 49.1 50.0: 49.8 50.8 43.2 50.1 49.8， 44.0] 51.6 49.6 
Indo 48.5 49.0 49.0: 50.3 46.0 46.2 47.4， 45.4 47.0 47.9 
Starking Deliciol1s 46.8 49.9 40.2' 50.4 40.1 46.6 49.6 41.0 46$ 43.2 
Table 9. Comparison of stomatal nl1mbers per 5 mm2 of central 
fruits with those of side fruits 
l 陥陶いyρ川20 i J m 
Cω釘印倒】itra州百
Am位悶nS臼umm釘吋P伺町rma叫 3.6 3.8 1.6 1.8 
McIn回 h 3.8 3.6 1.6 1.8 
Golden Deliciol1s 3.8 4.0 2.0 1.8 
Jonathan 3.8 3.8 1.4 1.6 
RaJls 2.8 2.6 1.3 1.4 
Starki時 Delicio叫s 3.0 3.0 1.8 1.4 
lr由 2.6 2.4 1.6 1.6 
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the their center (Fig. 24) and the photograph of th巴 sectionwas taken with a blacl王
back and from the cut surface th巴 depressionof the st巴m-endportion was indicated by 
the angle between this cavity wal and a Longitudinal axis asθ for central fruit， fJ'
for side fruits. 1twas found that the stem-end cavity of th巴 sidefruit was somewhat 
deeper than that of the central fruit， and the structual change was ir巴gularuntil a 
certam巴xtent.(Fig. 25， 26) 
7. Discussion 
The result dertermined an amount of waxy substance contained in fruit skin of 
Rals， Jonathan， Golden Delicious apple，巴tc.，agreed almost with the result observed 
morphologically on th巴 periodof formation of the waxy grains as described in chapter 
II. And it was confirmed that the formation of the waxy substanc巴 wasremarkably 
activ巴 afterthe late stage of fruit growth. 1t was considered that the extraction with 
chloroform was p03sible when the waxy substance had begun to form， and also that the 
waxy substance could not be sufficiently extracted with only the chloroform because the 
waxy substance had buried completely within the cuticle before the wax grain formation. 
Among 3 varieties of Rals， Jonathan and Golden Delicious apple， the amount of 
wa可 substancein th巴 Jonathanand Golden Delicious apple on which russet appeared 
e飴 ilywas smaler than that in Ralls apple on which litle russ巴tsappeared. 1n consequ-
ence， itseems that the varieti巴sforming easily russets producted a minor waxy substance 
through the formation of cuticle， and that such varieties were structualy unsuitable as 
so-called protective tissue. From the point that the formation of waxy substance was 
insufficient at the young fruit stage， itis likely that th巴 fruitskin of such varieties 
were easily influenced by moisture and wer巴 injuredby a bacteria and fungus under 
disadvantageous condition， and that it w巴reexposed under such a condition as 1ωt almωt 
protective function against direct sunlight. 
From the result obtained by the measurement of cuticular thickening， itseems that 
the cuticl巴 wasnot accumulated gradually with growing of the fruit， but the substance 
produc巴dfor constructing cuticle was always easily disappeared by unknown causes. 
Especially， from th巴 factthat the more russets appeared on fruit in crown exposed 
to the sunlight in the sam巴 tr巴esin the orchard than on that in the shady portion， it
was probable that the rainfall and the solar radiation prevents accumulation of the waxy 
substance and the cutin and cuticle formed already are disappeared by the act of them. 
Th巴rewere a difference in th巴 thicknessof cuticular layer of the fruit between 
various apple varieties， and the cuticular thickness in th巴 Jonathanapple was most thick 
at the young fruit stage， while that in th巴 Rallsapple， most thick in the mature stag巴.
TOMANA (1960)R5) pointed out that an increase in the fruit thickness of Jonathan appl 
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tensil of skins. When viewed a change in the cuticular thickness throughout the whole 
period of growth， the increas巴 inthe cuticular thickness was slow in Golden Delicious 
and Jonathan apple， and that in the Ralls appl巴 wasrapid as compared with the preced-
ing two， and that in McIntosh apple was intermediate. Furthermore， there was a differ-
巴ncein the thickness of the cuticle in dependence on years even in the same vari巴ty.
Such a phenomenon might be due to the fact that not only th巴 fruitgrowth in thick-
ness， but also the thickness of cuticular layer， the constituent substances of the cutin 
and oth巴rsubstances was influenced by environmental conditions，巴specialyc1imatic 
conditions. 
京市enth巴 so-calledprotective tissue of fruit surface in an apple was lost iぉfunction
by som巴 causes，some of new secondary tissue were form巴dat and near the injured 
portions， and this new tissue becam巴 chieflycork tissue. 
Wh巴nth巴 courseof formation of the secondary tisue becoming russets was observed 
in p巴riodicalorder， the origin of the s巴condarytissue was the small cracks which ex-
isted already in the cuticle at the earlier stage and these cracks grew with fruit grow-
ing. The cracks progressed downwards and this progression did not stop at the cuticular 
layer and r巴ach巴dthe epidermal c巴l1s.
Among the apple varieties exp巴rimented，there were two type of epidermal system， 
one of which went along the course described before was a crack t)ぐpe，aロdthe oth巴r
of which did not crack in th巴 cuticularlay巴rwas a non-crack type. Such Golden Deli-
cious and Jonathan and oth巴rapples as produced russets easily， belonged to the crack 
typ巴， Ra11s， McIntosh apple， and the others belonged to the non-crack type， and Jona-
than， Starking D巴1iciousand others should b巴longto the intermidiate type. 
SI町IONS(1960)7J) found that in a certain apple orchard a1 fruits bearing on one 
tre巴 W 巴redamaged by russet ev巴ryyear， and he found her巴ditarilyas russet strain from 
Golden Delicious apple trees， and conducted histological observation on the fruit skin of 
th巴 russetstrain. According to his result， the巴pidermisof this fruit belonged to the 
crack type with the typical thin cuticular layer among th巴 typesof the epidermal system 
classified by the author， and the whole surface w巴recovered with cork tissue at the 
fruit growth stage. 
There was difficulty or ease to generat巴 russetseven in the fruits used for exp巴n-
ment 
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slowly. 
As to this point， HAYASHI (1960)21) describ巴don the development of cuticle of Japa-
nese pear fruits and suggested that one of the cause of the russet development was the 
unbalance between the growth rates of巴pidermalcells and cortical cells. And in th巴
case of apple fruit， itis regarded that the unbalance of fruit growth rate resulted from 
the necrosis after the direct exposure of epidermal cels. 
The portions of cracks in the epidermal cell， and the cells which were exposed to 
air aft巴rthe cuticle and epidermal cells were peeled off by a cause of spliting， were 
changed to brown in a few days and after became n巴cro唱is.A cork cambium， however， 
wou1d being formed beneath these epidermis at once. The cork cambium formed began 
to divide towards tangential direction as far as the fruits were placed und巴rextremely 
dry condition， and secondary tisue was produced both at a outside and insid巴 ofthe 
cork cambium. A cork tissue was gradually formed outside (the side touching air) and 
the cork cortex was a1so formed at the inside. The cork tissue well grew under the 
natura1 con dition and the cork substance was accumulated in memberanes of these 
cell and after dead by dryness. A change in the cork cortex showed nothing except 
thickening its cell membrane. 
The cork tissue formed by such a proc邸swas similar to the russet which exist巴d
on the surface of the apple fruit， and was nothing but the periderm in ordinary pl阻 ts，
it was consider巴dthat there is no difference in the proc邸sbetween periderm formation 
of ordinary plants and russet formation of apple fruit skin. 
Regarding the formation in the lentic巴1of apple fruit， CLEMENTS13) and TETLEy83) 
made very careful observations， and obtained the result that the lenticels were histolo-
gically similar in many points between apple and pear fruits. 1n every case， itoriginated 
from the splits of stomata and the cork was formed around the splits， cork cells (tissue) 
was formed at the side contacted with air and the thick-walled cel1 layers were formed 
at a inside. 
When observed in dividing whole apple fruit skin into the stem-巴ndcavity， side 
portion and the calyx-end portion， th巴rewere differences in the growth and structure 
among these portions and in the way of appearanc巴 inrussets. Also， when observed on 
each apple fruit in one its cluster it was well known that there is a fixed time lag at 
the stag巴 ofdevelopment between the central and the side fruits.l1).58).的
On the basis of items described above， when 3 kinds of the stem-end cavity， side 
and calyx-end russets were observed on their d巴velopmentand the structual changes in 
their epidermal system， the fol1owing may be found The stem-end russet different 
from the side russ巴twas formed less in the c巴ntralfruit， but more in th巴 sidefruit. 
Also， th巴 russetformation was found in the stem of the side fruit in such Jonathan， 
Golden Delicious and Ben Davis apple on which stem-end russets was easily formed 
regardless of bag-covering and of the fruit positions.58).6'i) 
The cause of easin巴s in russet formation of apple fruits was the rapid change 
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in a shape of the sid巴 fruit，and as f訂 asth巴 mcr巴asein volume of fruit flesh near 
the surfac巴 didnot be proportional to that in surface area of the cuticle， the cracks 
were produced on the cuticle and the epidermal cells or the hypodermal cels. 1t is 
probable that this crack became the origin of the russets and the cork tissue was form. 
ed ther巴.When compared the epid巴rmaltissue in the stem-end of the side fruit with 
that of th巴 centralfruit， thil1 portions of the cuticul紅 layeras seen here and there in 
the case of the sid巴 fruit;and the cuticular layer was evenly thicker in the case of the 
central fruit 白血 inthe case of the side fruit and it appears that th巴 instanceof crack 
production were few.ll) 
1n any apple varieties used， when comparison of fruitshape in cut surfac巴 was
made between the central fruit and th巴 sidefruit， the curvature of the range from the 
stem base to the fruit receptacle was loose in the central fruit. 1n addition， when th巴
author measured a change in the angle between th巴 stem-endcavity wal and longitu-
dinal axis for the central fruit (θ) and for the side fruits (グ).AB shown il1 Fig. 26， the 
angle of stem-end cavity in the central fruits was small紅白血 thatin the side fruits 
with growing of apple fruits. 
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But such a significant difference as pointed out by SHUTAK， SCHRADER (1948)69) 
and SAITO (1949)67) was not found between both fruits. There were differeoces in. the 
time of growth betwe巴nthe ceotral and side flowers of apple in early season and also 
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1且 thetime of flower bud differentiation between both. It seems that the differenc巴
between result obtained by the author and that obtained by other workers is du巴 tothe 
time of observations. Such an analogous ph巴nomenonwas found in the length of fruit 
stem， until now， itis said that the stem of a central fruit was shorter than that of the 
side fruits but th巴 author'sobservation confiimed that the stem of a central flower is 
longer rath巴rthan that of side flowers at the early stage of bud growth and the time 
of growth in c巴ntralflower was earlier than that of side flowers. 
In consequence， the reason for the less formation of russets in the c巴ntralfruit as 
compared with that in the side fruit should be differ巴ncein the initial d巴velopment of 
flower buds from the flower bud differentiation to th巴 periodof the bud growing of 
th巴 followingspring and the difference in the speed of fruit development. 
SAITO (1946)67) observed the difference in th巴 form betw巴巴nthe side fruit and the 
central fruit， and pointed out that aciculate-leaf scars existed on the side fruit， but did 
not on stem of the central fruit. Regarding such a phenomenon， th巴 authorobserved 
on the development of young buds in the central and sid巴 flowersof apples， and ob-
tained th巴 resultsthat a bract巴xistedon both the central and the side flowers at th巴
initial stage of th巴 growthin flower bud. It s巳巴msthat SAITO could not find the bracts 
for using apple flower buds full-grown already as samples. Th巴 growingstage of the 
central flower was earlier than that of the side flowers， therefore， the bracts on a stem 
of a c巴ntralfruit of apple fel off at eUl early stage. This s巴巳medas if the bracts at-
tached on the stem of sid巳 fruitsalon巴 inthe many cas巴.
Also， itwas found that a central fruit st巴m was extremely shorter than the side 
fruit stem according to apple varieties. In addition， in ord巴rto ascertain existance of 
the bract on central fruit stem of such apples， the samples at very early stage of bud 
growth were used to obs巴rve，and such an ph巴nomenoncould b巴 establishedas shown 
in Fig. 22 and 23. 
It seems that the small cracks called by TETLEY (1930)， which appeared at st巴m一
巳nd，was the same as the primordia of cracks observed by the author. This primordia 
was already found on the r巴ceptaclesat the petal-fall stage， and in the side fruit th巴
width of the cracks was enlarged with growing of the fruit， and in about lat巴 Julyth巴
whole 
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be due to the reason that such a conditionお int巴rferedthe formation of waxy subst-
ance and cuticle was constituted， because water easily remained in upward-stem-cavity 
of apple fruits. Consequently， the stem-end portion was under a good condition for 
forming russet. When the apple varieties has a favorable nature for russet formation， 
it may be considered that stem-end portions produced mor巴巴asilyth巴 russetsnot only 
in side fruits but also in central fruits than side portions. 
Furthermore， a phenomenon that th巴 cuticlewas depωited into th巴 interspac巴 of
the epidermal cells was substancially not found in the stem-end portion，加dthis is due 
to the reason that the巴pidermis，the hypodermis and the cort巴xgrew remarkably than 
other portions. And such apple varieties as c阻巴asilyform the russets did not strikingly 
deposit on the surface of epidermal c巴lseven in side portions. This agreed with the 
result reported by SIMONS. (1962)町
As described in chapter I and 1V， the reticulate russet is one of the forms 01 the 
cork tissue which was originat巴dfrom russ巴tform巴dby the crack grooves dev巴lopingreti-
formly along vertical wall of epidermal cels.羽Thil巴 therussets scattering like dots ris巴d
from the cuticular peeling partially， and cork cambium was formed there after peeling 
of. 1t is likely that the cork tissu巴 ofmany layers was formed in this portion alone. 
Th巴 russ巴 ansmgin the calyx-end cavity was almost difficult to be distinguished 
from the side russet， but， itis considered that the russ巴tformation in the calyx-end 
cavity went along a course of formation similar to that in stem-end russet in general. 
vVhen results obtained by investigation on the structual change in the epidermal 
system and on the mechanism of the russet formation with growing of th巴 appl巴 fruit
were synthesized， there isres巴mblancethat sterns and roots in the ordinary plant perform 
the growth in thickness by means of the cambium forming the s巴condaryxylem and 
the secondary phloem，担 dthat primary cortical tissue was gradually pulled by an in-
crease in a periphery of inside and finally is broken of. 
Also in the apple fruit， the fruit wil be abl巴tocontinu巴normallife， while so-cal-
ed out巴rmostprotective tissue has its own function. When the cuticul紅 portionbroke 
by the reぉonmentioned above， the epidermal cels die and a cork cambium is form巴d
at the layer beneath epidermis. 
1n this case， ifthe cracks on cutic 
v. External conditions relating to the 
russet formation 
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In chapter III and IV， regarding the apple fruit growing und巴rthe natural en-
vironment， itwas described already that the results were obtained by the histological 
and morphological observations on epidermal system and by the observation on fruit 
form and structure of fruit skin with the growing of th巴 fruit.Furthermore， an influ-
ence of the iriternal factors on russet formation was clarified. 
For the research on mechanism of russ巴tformation it is necessary to clarify the 
relation between environmental conditions and the ruset formation in apple fruits. 
In this chapter， when the environm巴ntalcondition of an apple fruit was changed 
by a simple apparatus in旦 orchard，the histological observation and the measurement 
of composition in fruit skin were carried out on the epid巴rmalsystem varied and on 
the factors influenced on russet formation， and these results obtained by the experiments 
were described. 
1. Relation between the sunlight and the russet formation 
When th巴 applefruits intact on the tree were exposed to th巴 sunlightalways 
under the natural environment， the rate of russet formation was high as compared with 
the fruits under the shade condition. (Table 3) From this fact， the sunlight could be 
considered as one of th巴 el巴mentinfluencing on russet formation. In order to control 
the intensity of sunlight， th巴 bagsmade of various materials were used. Also the rela-
tion betwe巴nthe intensi匂Tof sunlight and russet formation wer巴 investigated.Then by 
using a sterilizing lamp made by Toshiba Electric Co.， which radiates major ultra-violet 
rays， the relation between short wavelength rays and the russet formation was investi-
gated on the appl巴fruit.
A. Limit of sunlight and bag-covering 
Jonathan， RaIls， and Golden Delicious apple wer巴 usedぉ samples，such a bag-
covering as is shown in Table 9 began to be carried out to the young fruit at 10 days 
after petal-fall， at the interval of a week for the periocl from the first bag-covering til 
4 weeks， and at the interval of 2 we巴ksafter 4 weeks・Tenfruits for sampling tak巴nfor 
each of various material bags， and they were observed by the same method as shown 
in chapter II. The mat巴rialsused as bags， bag siz巴sand their transmittance is shown 
Materials ofbags 
Cellophane 
Red cellophane 
Blue celophane 
Newspaper 
Paraffin pap巴r
Cheese cloth 
Black vinyl 
Par旦finpaper 
bag in newspaper one 
Table 10. Materials ofbags 
Size of bags 
10 x 15cm 
10 x 15 
10 x 15 
10 x 15 
5x8 
10 x 15 
8x8 
5xS in 10x15 
Transmittance of light* (Fulllight 100%) 
90~95% 
75 
60~70 
70~75 
73 
75~80 
0 
65~70 
ネThisvalues were indicate the rate of illumination under 30cm from bags of various 
mate工ials.(June 14， 1964. weather was 必ar)
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in Table 10. 
(1) Influence of bag-covering on the appearallce of fruits 
The relation between the formation of the lenticel and the bag-covering investigated 
on apple fruit. 1n the Jonathan and Ral1s apple， the lenticel of the fruits covered with 
the bags of n巴wspaper，cel10phane and 
black vinyl were greater than that of un-
covered fruits， and the lenticels of fruits 
coverd with th巴 bagsof newspaper and 
newspaper bag covered on paraffin paper 
were rather smal1巴r.There were no diffe-
rences in the form and size of a lenticels 
between the fruits covered with bags of 
red and blue celophane and uncovered 
fruits. It was found that in the Gold巴n
Delicious apples covered with clear cello-
ph，me and black vinyl bags， their lenticel 
Fig. 27. Abnormally developed lenticel of 
Golden Delicious apple fruit cover-
ed with black vinyl bags. 
portions was varied into nearly abnormal cork tisue like spot russets. 
WAXY SUBSTANCE (mcvcm2) 
1.5 ，. 
ト「 ト一一一「
NON-BAG 
NEWS PAPER 
BLUE CELLOPHANE 
RED CELLOPHANE 
CLEAR CELLOPHANE 
POL YETHYLENE 
BLACK VINYL 
GLASS BOX 
GOLDEN DELICIOUS JONATHAN RALLS 
Fig. 28. Influence of bag-covering on a quantity of waxy 
substance in apple fruit skin. 
1n th巴 fruitcovered with black vinyl bags， al varieties used showed considerable 
formation of stem russets. It is probably that water was pool巴dso long in stem-end 
cavity that the epidermal system of a stem-end portion was injured and the formation 
of cork tissue more occurrecl. 
京Ther巴as，th巴 formationof sicle russets was very slight on th巴 fruitscov巴reclwith 
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the bags of blue and of red cellophane， newspaper， paraffin paper and paraffin and 
newspap巴r，and the protective effect on epidermis was sufficently shown as a light filter. 
But when the fruits were covered with cheese cloth bags， the formation rate of side 
russets increased as compared with uncovered fruits. This may be interpreted by reason 
that the moisture was maintain巴dlonger after rainfall in the fruits covered with ch巴ese
cloth bag than in the fruits covered with other bags 
(2) Influence on the formation and thickness of cuticular layer 
According to the paraffin method， the microtome section of th巴fruitskin was made， 
the result obtained by the investigation on the epidermis of fruit covered with the 
various material bags is indicated in Table 10. There was no difference in thickness of 
cuticular layers between the materials of bags. The crack formation on cuticle， epidermal 
and hypodermal layers and the formation of cork tissue were found in the fruits covered 
with the polyethylen巴 bagsand black vinyl bags. (Fig. 29) 
Golden 
Delicious 
Jonathan Ralls 
Newspaper 
Bl ue-cellophane 
Red-cellophane 
Crean celophane 
Polyethylene 
Black vinyl 
Glas box 
Non-bag 
Fig. 29. Influenc巴5of bag-covering on the epidermal tissue of apple fruit 
As described in chapter IV， by using MARTIN'S m巴thod(1960)43)， th巴 components
of cuticle of fruits cover巴dwith bags (the quantity of waxy substance and the weight 
of cuticular membrane) was determined. The results are shown in Fig. 30. 
In th巴 comparisonbetween the quantities of waxy substance on September 5 and 
that on October 5 in each， a quantity measured on October 5 showed an increase though 
very slightly， and especially in Ralls apple this increase was significant. In the apple 
fruit covered with colored cellophane bags， especially in blue colored bags the quantity 
of waxy substanc巴 wasgreater， and the quantity in the fruits cover巴dwith polyethylene 
bags were smaler. Furthermore th巴influ巴nc巴ofbag-cov巴ring011 Ralls apple was slight， 
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NON-BAG 
NEWS PAPER 
BLUE CELLOPHANE 
R ED CELLOPHANE 
CLEAR CELLOPHANE 
POLYETHYLENE 
BLACK VINYLE 
G LASS BOX 
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Fig. 30. Relation between the bag mateτials and the weight 
。fcuticular membrane in apple fruits. 
and that on Jonathan and Golden Delicious apple， remarkable. 
As for the r巴lationbetween covering of bags and a :weight of cuticular membrane， 
it is shown in Fig. 30. Th巴membraneweight in apples cover巴dwith colored cellophane 
and newspaper bags was heavier than that with polyethylene and black vinyl bags， and 
no significant differ巴nc巴 wasfound b巴tweenweights in fruits covered with bags other 
than them. 
B. Radiation of sterilizing lamp and russet formation 
Gold巴nD巴liciousapples uncovered were radiated with sterilizing lamp 5 times on 
June 9， 21， July 5， 16， and August 10 at distances of 5， 20， and 30 cm respectively for 
rl可」JtiJ1J1mh
June 9 
June 21 + 
July 5 
July 16 
August 10 
+++ 
++ 
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10 and 30 minutes. This r巴sultis shown in Table 11. 
Th巴 effectof radiation appeared on only the surfac巴 whichreceived the radiation 
in about 3 weeks after the radiation from巴arlyJun巴 toearly July. No russets almost 
appeared on the fruits rec巴ivingthe radiation after middle July. Ev巴nwhen th巴 apple
fruits which received the radiation at a distanc巴 of30 cm for 3 hours on August 10， 
th巴r巴 wasno change on the fruit surface after then. 
2. Relation between humidity and russet formation 
Russet formation varied in 
dependence upon years. It is 
consid巴redthat such a pheno-
menon was due to th巴 influence
of climatic condition，巴specially
rainfal1 and hours of sunshine 
at the young fruit stag巴.2).32) It 
is also said that th巴 moisture
around the .Tapanese p巴arfruits 
accerelated th巴 formationof c仔
rk tissu巴 andof russets.30). 55) 
In consequ巴nce，under con-
trolled sunlight the appl巴 fruits
W 巴recovered with polyethyl巴ne
bags (0.02 mm thick)， vinyl bags 
(0.0:5 mm thick)， Erlenmeyer's 
flasks (Fig. 32) and vinyl bags 
in which silica gel placed，乱nd
further box巴sfor avoiding rain 
(Fig. 34) were mount巴din th巴
crown in order to investigate 
the influence of humidity su了目
rounding the fruits on the fruit 
skin. 
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Fig. 31 A: The lenticel and cuticle cracked in fruit 
surface eovered with polyethylene bags. 
B : A longitudinal s巴ctionof lenticel portion 。fA. 
C : A longitudinal section of lenticel portion 
of fruits covered with a vinyl bags. 
(Goid巴nDelicious， August 27) 
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of cuticl巴 andsuch abnor1l1al fruits were har1l1ed their beautiful looks as c01l1pared with 
the fruits covered with newspaper bags. (Fig. 31) 
The result investigat巴don the influence of covering with polyethylene and vinyl 
bags， on a amount of waxy substance of the fruit surface and on a weight of cuticular 
membran巴 isshown in Fig. 30. As lmown evidently from these figur巴s，an ugly look 
of the fruit skin under high humidity condition may mainly attribute to high. humidity 
and poor gas exchange叩 thinthe bags. It is1ikely that first th巴 formationof waxy 
sul:ぉtanceon the fruit surface was prevented. Wet condition may influenced on the 
thickness of th巴 cuticle.
As shown in Fig. 32 and 33， n巴verthelessthe fruits grown in Er1enmeyer's flasks 
were placed always under wet condition， the lentic巴1showed only significant cork forma-
tion， but the cracks on the cuticl巴 didnot tak巴 place，巴specially，in the portion being 
in contact with the inner surace of a flask， th巴 expansionof the lenticel and the crack 
of cuticle did not significantly show. This fact is quite different from a phenomena 
that it seems as if rainwater influenced on the cuticle. 
The cracks and peeling-off of the cuticle took plac巴， especially when fine day suc-
C巴edingto rainfall were repeated under the condition that the fruits increased largely 
in thickness. Under the condition that the fruit put into the flask， the fruit would in-
sufficiently increas巴 inthickness. It is considered that th巴 crackformation or the cork 
formation could not take place by means of the poor exchang巴 ofair and of the filtra-
tion of ultra-violet rays. 
Fig. 32. Apple fruit put into a flask. 
(Ralls apple， June 25) 
Fig. 33. Rals fruit having enlarged lenticel 
on the calyx-end and unformed one 
on a portion touching a inner surface 
by growing in a flask. (Aug. 27) 
2) Dry conditions and russet formation 
About 50 g of blue si1ca gel wぉ putinto a vinyl bag of 0.05 mm thick， and 30 
days-old Golden De1icious apple fruit were covered with these bags. The si1ica g巴 ln
the bag was exchanged always for dry si1ica gel when it absorb巴dmoisture and its color 
changed. Further，出 fr).1itedtwigs were entered into a box for avoiding rain as shown 
in Fig. 34.， and the size of the box was 40 cm in width， 80 cm in length and 60 cm 
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in height， the boxes prop巴rwere mad巴 ofa vinyl plate or a glass. 
Being maintainc巴dth巴 conditionadjacent to natural condition with exception of 
avoiding rain and dryness somewhat higher than ordinary bag with a fruit， the fruit was 
observed on the appearance of the epidermis， and the following result was obtained 
Namely， the tim巴 offormation in lenticel of the apple fruits expc回 dto dryness in 
the bags was later about 2 weeks than that of fruit unexposed to drynes in the bags， 
and th巴 sizeof lenticel under dry condition was smaller than that of no-dry condition. 
Also， the cracks on the cuticle surface was slight， and the amount of waxy substance 
was somewhat aboundant. (Fig. 30) 
Furthermore， a twigs with 4 to 6 fruits was entered into a glass box and the box 
was mad巴 soas to be able to be entered r巴cordersof air temperature and humidity in 
the box. Th巴 influenceon the fruit surface was investigated. Thus， the air temperature 
within the box was higher somewhat than the t巴mperatureof open air as seen in Fig. 
35.， and the range of humidity and air temperature was quite greate in the box， but 
Fig. 34. Inner view of the box for covering rain. A: Vinyl plate box B: Glass box 
the direct injuries from rain 
drops was none. 
Just after the p巴tal-fal， the 
fruits grown in the glass box 
were suppressed the formations 
of lenticel and cuticle， and a 
few cracks appeared. In conse-
quence， th巴formationof russ巴ts
was not found except the stem-
end cavi匂T，even if th巴yhad 
reach their maturity stage， in 
fruit of Jonathan and Golden 
Delicious apple， the amount of 
waxy substance on the cavity 
was greater than those in other 
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Fig. 35. Seasonal chnge in air temperature and 
humidity in the glas box. (1962) 
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areas of fruit surface. However， the fruit grow-th in thiclmess were inferior to uncovered 
those， and in addition the fruits siz巴sof Golden Delicious and Jonathan apple w巴re
slightly small， but especially the fruits of them were greater in a longitudinal diameter. 
From th巴 resultobtained by this experiment it was recognized that the wet condition 
was more effectiv巴 onthe russet formation than dry condition. 
3. Russet formation caused by abrasing 
In the orchard， when the protective tissu巴 ofthe fruit surface was not sufficiently 
prepared for the apple fruits expωed to strong wind always at young fruit stage， th巴
fruit skin may receive abrasions by branches or leaves or fruits. These abrasions crossed 
the cuticular lay巴rand reached the epidermal cells in the many cases. When the parts 
which received th巴 abrasionlost th巴 protectivefunction， cork tissue began to be formed 
in th巴 hypodermaltissue of the lower layer. In addition wet condition alowed to pro-
mote the cork tissue formation as a assistant work， the russets appeared on the fruit 
skin as russet lll]ury. In many cases， the cork formation was limited to the injured 
portions， so the russets s巴ldomspreaded al ov巴rthe fruits as“russet fruits." 
The result obtained by ob-
serving on surface and s巴ctions
of the russets which rose from 
the abrasion is indicated in Fig. 
36. and 37.， itwas recognized 
that the russ巴tformation by 
the abrasion was histologically 
and morphologically analogous 
to normal russet formation. 
“Abrased frui句 which
occurred naturally was difficult 
to collect in th巴 orchard，while 
Fig. 36. Longitudinal section of ruset formed by 
abrasion in Rals apple fruits. 
the cork formation of the injured portions in young fruit was so indistinct that the 
chances for finding the process of russet formation were seldom met. 
Therefore， for Jonathan， Ralls， and Golden Delicious apple the treatment of wounds 
which reach巴dcortex was conducted with a sheet of sandpaper and a needle on the 
fruit skin shortly after the petal-fal (the latter part of May) and at the young fruits 
stage (late June). The relation between the tim巴 oftreatment and the degree of cork 
formation is shown in Table 12. The cork formation on the fruit wounded with the 
sandpaper shortly after the petal-fal was most remarkable， and even in the case of the 
treatment wounded by the similar method in late Jun巴， the cork was formed slightly. 
The russet formed by wounds was both externally and histologically analogous to that 
giving ris巴 undernatural condition. 
When such a severe wound with the pin (punching)節目ached1 cm in depth was 
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Table 12. Abrおedand punctured treatment and formation of cork tisue (1959) 
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May 20
i June 21 
Epidermis 
(hypodermis) 
Abrais with 
a sheet of 
sand paper 
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
???
??
???
About 
10mm 
Epidermis 
Hypodermis 
Cortex 
Punctured 
with the pil1 
inflicted in the apple fruits， the formation 
of cork tisue was not so significant as 
that with the sandpaper. The cork tissue 
formation by the same tr巴atmentcarried 
out in lat巴.Ttmewas not found even after 
a week. 
disease and Spray，仕ost，4. 
insect injury and russet 
formation 
apple frui岱， there were a few 
example that the formation of russets being abnormal tissue was caused by such appea-
rently factors as gave rise spray， frωt， disease and insect injuries. Th巴seinjuri巴shave 
a similarity that the cuticle was removed by thes巴 injuriesand that cork tissu巴 is
formed in the layer beneath the cuticular layer. There was no histological difference 
in th巴 corkformation between so-called russet tissue formed under the natural environ-
ment and the abnormal tissue formed through thes巴 llJuries.
The marks of spray injury developed to russets could be found not only in apple 
fruits but also in m但 yother fruits. It is said that the russet formation by a spray in-
jury in apple frui匂 wereresulted from bordeaux mixture containing chiefly copper， the 
Fig. 37. Cork tissue formed through in-
jury treated with the sandpaper. 
(Rals， Ju¥y 29) 
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lime sulfur and sometimes mercury in the many cases. Whereas， itis said that th巴 sprays
of zinc sulfate-lime mixture and lim巴 emulsionshow the effect on russet contro1.32) 
The author sprayed 0.25 % copper sulfate solution on the young fruits of Jonathan 
and observed on the formation of the spray injury and on the process of russet forma-
tion. Namely， the 0.25 % copper sulfate solution was sprayed at 10 a. m. on June 16 of 
fine day and the surface of the fruits were observed. The results observed are shown in 
Fig. 38， and 39. 
As shown in Fig. 38， color-chang巴dspot was observed on the cuticular surfac巴 of
the fruits and changed into maculate spots in one week after the treatment. After about 
2 weeKs， these portions formed cork， and in about 3 w巴巴ksthey b巴cam巴 to severe side 
russets as shown in Fig. 39. 
Fig. 38. Change in the fruit surface after 
one week from a spray of copper 
sulfate solution. J onathan 
Fig. 40. Change in the fruit surface after 
one week from a spray of Rodan 
emulsion in Jonathan apple fruit 
Fig. 39. Side russets induced by a spray 
。fcopper sulfate solution in Jona-
than apple fruit after 3 month 
Fig. 41. Side russets induced by Rodan 
emulsion spray in Jonathan 
apple fruit. (Sept. 15) 
Also， Rodan emulsion wぉ saidto give activity on the epidermal cels of the leaves 
of rice plants and toぉsistthe growth of cuticle， the Rodan emulsion made by Hokko 
Chemical Co. was sprayed on a fruit surface and the influence on the russet formation 
was investigated. When 1000-time solution of Rodan emulsion was used， this solution 
gave v巴rysever巴 lllJuryfor the fruit skin by a spraying and even when 2000-time 
solution was used， the formation of russets was found after about one month. (Fig. 40 
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and 41.) 
According to SIMONS，70) the areas of severe frost mJury gave rise the russets. 
Namely， in many cases the russets were mωtly formed on the calyx-end of young fruit 
stage through frωt injury. Since" the calyx-end portion and its neighborhood graw most 
strikingly in thickness， sometimes injured areas remained as ringed form on the fruit 
surface， and injured areas were formed cork tissue afterwards. Consequeritly， SIMONS 
called this cork tissue as“frost-ringsぺ
Furthermore， the trace of encroachment by insects and fungus formed sometimes 
the russet like diseases， but in the russets which were given rise by the parasites of 
powdery mildew (Podosρhaera leucotricha SALM・)，this mycelium ran complicately on 
the fruit surfaces as if the fruit surfaces were s巴enin beautiful mesh pattern. (Fig. 42.) 
And it is said that when apple trees are infected virus by grafting， the radialized russ巴t
was formed.84) 
Fig.42. The russets formed in mesh pattem on the fruit skin of Golden Delicious apple by 
the mycelium of powdery mildew. The russets were stained with methylen blue. 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
1) Relation between sunlight and russet formation 
ln Japan the paper bags are covered on the apple fruits as well as pear ones after 
a short time of petal-fall of them， and such a method called as“bagging" in Japan 
was used practically for the protection of fruit skin， and was usually employed as one 
of works for fruit growing. It is said that bagging has the effects on preventing the 
fruit surface from disease and insect injuries， but it se巴msthat there was no report 
clarifing how to prevent the injuries of fruit skins. 
The author conducted the experiments related to covering bags on the apple fruits 
in using the bags of various materials. The effect of bag-covering was first a protecting 
of the fruit" skin against various injuries while there is no preparation for protecting from 
V紅 iousinjuries at the young fruit stag巴. The effect of protecting on fruit skin was 
remarkable in proportion to the lowness of light transmittance and to the color depth of 
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bag except th巴 pointsof the temperatur巴 andhumidity within the bags and the degree 
of gas exchange. It is likely that the epidermal system of apple fruits was normally 
unwounded under the prot巴ctivecondition according to the controlled sunlight. 
The blu巴 andred cellophane bags of which transmittance was shown in Fig. 43 
allowed to form considerably waxy substance on apple fruits as compared with that of 
other bags佃 dto form slightly side russets. 
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Fig. 43. Transmittance of∞lored cellophanes. 
Also， when obs巴rvedon the weight of the cuticular membrane there was no signifi-
carlt difference between the bag materials. Hence， it is considered that the intensity of 
sunlight influenced on the product or on the loss for waxy substance of a cuticular layer. 
In order to form the russets similar to naturally formed ones， about the 2600 A of 
ultra-violet rays were radiat巴don the apple fruits with the sterilizing lamp used in the 
expenment. 
From this result， itis supposed that the cuticular layer was peeled off b巴causethe 
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ultra-violet rays among solar radiations acted on the prevention of cuticular formation 
and on the cuticular distruction， hence the russ巴tswere formed naturally under sunlight. 
When considered synthetically from two experiments， until now， the russet forma-
tion was slight on the fruits bearing on the shady branches of the apple trees and when 
the small paraffin bags were covered on the young fruits， the russet formation decreased 
down to a certain degree even on th巴fruitin sun sid巴 Th邑S巴 shouldbe appearently due 
to the effects on th巴 controlof solar radiation and harmful rays. And also relating to 
th巴 actof sunlight on the pr巴ventionof formation and on the distruction of waxy sub-
stanc巴， IIzUKA (1964)25) pointed out that the ultra-violet rays should be consid巴redas 
harmful ones from the experiment in the sun-scald of Japanese persimmon fruits. The 
sunshine for a month of May are longest at this college orchard as shown in Fig. 44， 45 
and it is probable that th巴 timeexposed to harmful rays was longest in this duration. 
Neverth巴less，a considerable labour expence in our country is required for the bagging 
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work as manual labour， itis advantage that from th巴 viewpoint of the russ巴tpreven-
tion， itis not only possible to prevent the apple fruits from spray injury owing to the 
adhesion of spray materials as wel as from insect and disease injuries， but also it is poぉ1-
ble to protect the fruit skins from harmful rays. Though the advantage of prevention did 
not attribute to only the controlling of sunlight， the microclimatic elements surrounding 
the fruit in the bags as air temp巴rature(Fig. 46) and humidity must be consider巴d.
2) Relation between moisture in bags and russet formation 
TUKEY (1959)89) investigated on the influence of covering plastic bags on the fruit 
growth. in thickness and the russet formation in the apple fruits， and obtained the 
result that high temperature by bag-covering was a more important factor for th巴
russet formation caused by the crack of cuticular layer rather than gas unexchange in 
the bags. 
Also， TOMANA (1962)86) carried out the experiment for an influence of cov巴nng
ployethylene and other material bags on Jonathan apple fruits in e紅 lyJuly， and obta-
ined the result that the environmental change from natural condition into wet condition 
by the bag-covering caused to increase the cracks on the fruit skin. 
A1so， the author obtained the result similar to other worker's one. Hence， the 
vinyl bag-covering prevented the cuticular development and the production of waxy 
substance， especialy under wet condition， because the waxy substance was minority as 
compared with that in covering bags of other mat巴rials.It is considered that while th巴
cuticle had not yet grown巴nough，臼 cracksgrew gradually and largely under the high 
temperature and poor exchange of gas in the bags. Whereas the cork tissue forming in 
the cracks increased under the condition of high humid. From this point， high humid 
condition will be n巴cessaryfor the russet formation in the brown russet variety of 
Japan巴sepear. The author (1962)98) was found the enormous russ巴tformation in Japanese 
pear fruits covered with polyethylene and vinyl bags. As shown in Fig. 47， inthe case 
of the brown russet variety of Japanese pear， th巴
necrosis in epidermal cells became s巴verein ac-
company with cuticular peeling-off and cork tissue 
ben巴aththe epidermis was formed in wide ext巴nt，
and the phenomenon similar to epidermal cells 
was found in the cells around stomata. 
Such a difference in the russet formation be-
tw巴e
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Fig.47. Enormous ruset formation 
in Chojuro Japanese pear 
fruit covered with a poly-
ethylen巴 bag.
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upp巴rsurface) will b巴 formedoutside one after another and will be appeared by similar 
proc邸 sto the barks of ordinary trees. 
Consequently， itcould be said that the response of apple fruits to moisture was not 
so sensitiveぉ thatof the Japan巴sepear fruits， but the influence of the bag-covering 
was not dependent on only wet condition. Hence it is considered that the environmental 
factors of russet formation under the natural condition acted complexly， an accurate 
conclusion will be not able to induced unless the experiments were carried out in using 
mor巴 accuratelycontrolled methods. 
3) Russet formation by abrasion 
BAKER (1931)5) obs巴rvedon th巴 relationbetween the various kinds of injuries and 
the strucutural chang巴sin the fruit skin of Grimes appl巴s，and he supposed that the 
russ巴tsof apple fruits mostly results from abrasion by branchs at young fruit stage. 
SIMONS (1959)71) investigated on an influence of various kinds of lllJunes on the 
dev巴lopmentsof epidermis， hypodermis and cortex in Golden Delicious appl巴 fruitsby 
m巴ansof infliting an incised and punctured wounds and an abrasion， and obtained the 
result that a phellogen 'was first formed in each layer beneath the epidermis and hypo-
dermis wonuded， new cork ~ells were formed outside and at the same time phelloderm， 
insid巴s.Such a his result agreed with the one obtained in using Jonathan， Ralls and 
Golden Delicious apple as samples by the author (WATANABE， 1963)，99) and in addition， 
it agreed with the result investigated on an influenc巴 ofwound on Japanese pear fruits 
by the author (WATANABE， 1962). When the Japanese pear fruits which received such 
a artificial wound wer巴 placedunder wet condition as bag-covering， the cork tissue 
formation was acc巴r巴lat巴dand the cork tissue was formed at and around wounded pむts.
Whereas， when dry condition was continued for a long time by th巴silicagel， the sub巴n-
fication in the wounded parts was slight and extrimed cork forma tion was not found. 
The author conducted the same exp巴rimentas mentioned above in using the intact 
young fruit bearing on a tree， while TOMANA (1962)86) gave incised and punctur巴d
wounds to stored fruits after harvest and investigated on a differenc巴incallus formation 
between different vari巴ties.And he obtained the result that the harvested fruits did not 
from such a striking cork tissue as was found by SIMONS.7l) 
Anyhow， under the natural ∞nditions the abrasion were liable to be f 
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now th巴 reportson russets mostly related to such subjects. This seems due to the fact 
that the usage of spray materials had not been well established formerly and the safe 
spray materials against the russets had not been made yet. In recent years， the. m巴thod
for preventing spray injury had not been employed， though it was already possibility to 
avoid spray injuries by only the chemicals. In consequence， the russet formation caused 
by diseases and insects must be discussed from the oth巴rside of study. 
However， the high molecular compound of polyvinyl series and th巴 compoundof 
resin series had partly been studi巴din recent years10l)，102) as th巴 protectiveagent for 
fruit surfaces， though experimentally， stil an influence of protective agent on the apple 
fruits would be remained as the subject of study. 
The infective russet is treated as virus disease， but the detailed studies has not yet 
been performed. One of this reason is du巴 tothe fact that such a russet formation ap-
pears seldom， and such russets may not be found in Yamagata Prefecture yet. In Japan， . 
though its formation is simply described in brief reports by USHIROZAWA'3)， KITAJIMA 
35)， KUMASHIR037)， and other workers， there was no report described in detail. Hence， 
when the author supposed from th巴 worker'sillustration， the stripes infected by virus 
on the skin were radially formed from stem-end to shoulder of the fruit at extremely 
young fruit stage (the initial stage of formation of st巴m-endcavity). Nevertheless the 
increase in fruit thickness was continued in the parts other th如 thestripes， the increas巴
in thickness of the strip巴partwas stopped. At last， th巴crackstook place by a difference 
in increase between th巴 strip巴 andnormal portions， and it is considered that the cork 
tissue was formed at crack in radial strip巴sand became radial russets. Accordingly， the 
mechanism of forming russets by virus was not fundamentally different from that of 
gen巴ralrusset formation described already. In the s巴riesof THOMAS'S (1961)84) reports 
on th巴 virusdis巴asesof apple fruit (Golden Delicious)， h巴 statedthat symptom of the 
diseas巴 nSlllgon appl巴 fruitdid not appe紅 onstem-end cavi句T，but in side portion， and 
that the russets was somewhat ring in form. However， the author could not evidently 
understand either this was th巴 russetformation by virus disease or was the russets for-
mation found by USHIROZAWA94) and other workers， hence this point must b 
VI. Conclusion and summary 
Apple fruits often become corky on th巴surface，r巴selllblingthe rust on llletals. In 
horticulture， this is referred to as russeting. 
Since the formation of russet significantly impairs the appear釦 C巴 ofapple fruits 
and lowers its lllarket value， itis considered as aロllJury.With the巴xpansionof apple 
growing， and th巴 needfor “labor saving methods"， the formation of russet is apt to 
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become an import阻 tproblem in apple culture， especially in Japan. Consequently， studies 
on the internal and external causes of russet formation are very important. 
In the study of apple russeting with cultivars like Jonathan， Ralls， Golden Delicious， 
American Surnmer Pearmain， McIntosh， and Indo， the dev巴lopmentof russet under 
natural enviornmental conditions has been clarified. Further， essential knowledge relating 
to the important causes of russet formation has b巴巴nsought by studies of conditions 
which stimulat巴drusseting as well as conditions which reduced its development. 
1. Apple russeting 
Russet formation on the surface of the apple rriay be classified into 4 kinds， depend-
ing upon the location of the russeted area stem-russeting， side-russ巴ting，russeting 
at the calyx-end， and abnormal corl王 developmentin dot-russ巴tingof lenticels. These 
• appeared as net mesh forms， spot forms， striped line forms， and striped spot forms. 
St巴m-russetingis located in the area of由 fruitbetween the stem and the shoulder 
of the fruit. Ittakes on the form of striped lines or net meshes and developes have 
been used. Within a cultivar， itis present less in control fruits and more in side fruits. 
Varieties such as Jonathan， Yellow Newtown， American Summer Pearmain， and Ben 
Davis characteristically have stem-russ巴ting.
Side russeting is locatbS on th巴 sidesof the fruit and is in the form of net meshes. 
In contrast to stem-russeting， side-russeting is induced mainly by ext巴rnalcauses like 
spray lllJury and insect damage. It is quite frequently found on Golden Delicious， Jona-
than， Roxbury Russet， Ben Davis， and Yellow Newtown. 
Russeting in the calyx-end of the fruit has been noted more on Jonathan and Gold-
en Delicious. It app巴arsas a mesh or striped dot form and developes more slowly th印
stem-russeting and side-russeting. 
2. Histological studies of the epidermis 
Th巴巴pid巴rmalsystem of the apple is compc配 dof cuticle， epidermal cells， stomata 
and hairs. 
1) Cuticle 
The surface of the apple is cover巴dwith cuticle which is composed of waxy sub-
stances and faty acids like cutin and urosolic acid. The waxy substance， called bloom， 
covers the surface of th巴 fruitas if it were sprayed with a white powder. vVith an 
optical micrωcope， itappears as a layer on the surface. ofthe cuticle. Under an electron 
microscope， itappears as multi-angulむ:granules. 
Prepared sections of the fruit epidermis with the cuticle stained with Sudan III， 
Acrolein Schiff reagent， have shown the cuticle of young fruits to be distributed continu-
ously expect for the presense of stomata and hairs. How巴ver，by using the SUMP 
m巴thod，the surface of the cuticl巴 ofyoung fruits has smal splits uneven lydistributed 
on 飴 surfac巴.
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2) Epidermal cells 
The巴pidermalcells of the fruit in the ear1y period of growth are longitudinally 
elongated rectangular forms closely aligned. As growth continu巴s，the cells devid巴 rapid-
ly， becoming much 1巴s elongated， mor巴 squareand flat巴ned. 1n the cultivar Ralls， 
1ndo and Golden Delicious， the cells are dog tooth in form and b巴comed巴tachedfrom 
each other in spots leaving gaps which are filed with cuticle. 
3) Stoma ta and hairs 
The epidermal cell layer of the fruit rec巴ptaclewhich developes into the apple con-
tains stomata and hair cells， but these are scattered. On the surface of th巴 youngfruit 
in about 2 weeks after petal fal， 2-5 stomata and 3-10 hairs per 1 mm' have b巴巴n
noted. Cultivars differ litle in this respecet. 
The stomata of the apple consists of a pair of somewhat large guard-cells and sever-
al subsidary cells surrounding them. This resembles the structure of stomata has an 
opening and a closing mechanism until about 2-3 weeks after petal fall. The mechanism 
gradually is 1ωt after this period by being split from the guard cell at its center， corking 
over and b巴cominga lenticel. 
Th巴 hairis about 2 mm in total 1巴ngthand twist巴dlike wool. Several large epider-
mal cells are at the base of the hair. Wilting of the hairs begins at its outward end 
at about 4 weeks after petal fal and substantially fal王 offnaturally as its fruit enlarges 
except in the st巴m ancl calyx ends. The exposecl area after abscission of the hair (hair 
fal) sometimes cork over and may become a lenticel. In many cぉes，it is cov巴redby 
th巴 cuticle.
3. Developinent of the epidermal system and 
the formation of russeting 
Th巴 epidermalsystem of the apple develops with the growth of the apple. The de-
velopment of russeting， has been studied by following histologically the course of clevel-
opment of the epidermal system and composition of the cuticle under natural environ-
mental conditions. 
a) Time of waxy substance formation and its increase and decrease 
The formation of the waxy substanc巴 onthe surface of apple fruits were studiecl 
for the cultivar Jonathan， Ralls， etc. Samples were taken during the early p紅 tof June， 
July， and September， for study by the SUMP method and replica method. No granular 
waxy substances wer巴 foundon the fruit in the early part of June. A slight film of 
waxy substances was not巴clon the cuticle. 1n the巴ar1ypart of July， granular， waxy sub-
stances were eviclent on the fruit of McIntosh and Jonathan. 1n巴arlySept.， the number 
of granules had increasecl stil further 
Based on the chloroform immersion method， the amount of waxy substance was 
founcl to be less tha11 0.3 mg/cm2 01 al clutivars by the巴arlypart of June ancl more 
than 0.5 mg/cm2 01 Ralls and Jonathan by the early part of July. The amou11t increas-
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巳das the fruits developed， until by early October， a high value of 1.17 mg/cm2 was 
found on Ra1s. 
Therefore， the fruit of a cultivar is mor巴 likelyto russet if the cuticle is low in 
waxy substance. 1n oth巴rwords， the protective system is poor. The period prior to July 
is the most unsupportable period since the formation of waxy substance isinsignificant. 
b) Cracking of the cuticle and russet development 
Th巴 sma11cracks in th巴cuticularsurface of the young fruits enlarge until the early 
or mid part of July as growth and thickening of the fruit and change in form of the 
epidermal c巴1soccurs. The enlargement of th巴 cracksis not limited only to the cuticle 
layer， but also extends into the epid巴rmal釦 dhypodermal ce11s. Those splitting open 
ar巴 corkedover within 7-10 days. The cuticle layer enclosed by th巴 corkyn巴tmesh 
and groups of epidermal cels ar巴 p巴eledoff sometimes. 1n such a case， a cork cむn-
biumぉ formedwith cork cels on th巴 outsideand a cork cortex on the insid巴.
The folowing is a summary of the formation of russeting山ldernatural conditions. 
The onset of russeting under natural conditions is the cracks in th巴 cuticlelayer. 
The formation of the so-ca11ed rus巴tingstructure appear to b巴 thatcaused primarily 
by the separation of the cuticle layer and epidermal c巴l1sand secondarily by cork devel-
opment in the exposed areas. 
c) Development of epidermal cells 
The epidermal cells of the young apple fruit during the period of rapid cel division 
are rectangular in shap巴.The tangential wa1 (lateral diameter) is short. The radial wal 
(longitudinal diameter) is long. As the fruit grows， the differ巴ncein longitudinal and 
lateral diameter becomes les. By the tim巴 ce11division has stopp巴d，ce1s are nearly 
square in shape. During the period of growth and ce11 thickening， the lat巴raldiameter 
of the fruit lengthens and its longitudinal diamet巴rchang巴sto a r巴ctangularform. 1n 
some cultivers， like Ralls and Golden Delicious， betw巴enthe period of thickening and 
fruit maturity， the epidermal cells change from a square shape to阻 irregularform or 
to dog-tooth and the tightly arrang巴dcels becom巴 loosened.During the period for cul-
tivar which are not accompanied by a quantitative increase of the waxy substance of 
the cuticle， or in Gold巴nDelicious， the cuticle layer is split and portions of the dog-
tooth shaped cells become exposed to the outside surface. 
1n regions where the exposure is ex 
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petal fal for each of the cultivars， the center region of the stomata sp1it and develops 
ぉ lenticels.Sometimes the lenticels split and the corking expands becoming spot-form 
russet (dot-russet). 
The hairs are initiated from the epidermal cells of the receptacle and develops dur-
ing the period extending from the latter period of flower primordia initiation to bud 
opening. They are develop巴dcompletely by about bloom. In about 4 we巴ksafter petal 
fal， they b巴ginto dry up. By about 5 to 6 weeks， almost al of the hairs have fallen 
off naturally. 
Two kinds of scars hav巴 beennoted as a result of hair abscission. One is cover巴d
by cuticle early and the other is sp1it open by the dissolution and separation of the cells 
in the basal region of the hairs and corked over. 
The region of the lenticel of the apple has been associated invariably with the 
stomata， but the on巴 whichhas developed from the hair scar is similar in appearance 
to the lenticel originating from the stomata. 
e) Differences in the development of the epidermal system in the vari-
ous regions of the fruit 
The apple is different in the growth and enlargement among the various regions of 
the fruit. However， there is1itle difference in the d巴velopmentof the epidermal system. 
Observing the fruit by dividing it into the calyx-end， side， and stem portions， th巴 dev巴1-
opment of the epidermal syst巴mon the side and the portion from the side to the stem 
end occurred巴arlierand more pronounced than th巴 calyx-end.That is， the sp1itting of 
the stomata， abscission of hairs and development of the epidermal cells commence on 
the side of the fruit. The portion near the calyx-end is delayed and not as extreme. 
On the cuticle surface of the stem portion， significant cracks訂巴 notedby the later part 
of June. Esp巴ciallyon the side of the fruit， the width of the grooves of the cracks 
expand as the fruit grows. In the latter part of Jun巴， the side of the fruit has become 
rus雪eted.That is， in the stem portion， asthe epidermis expands in a longitudinal and 
lateral direction， with the bas巴 ofthe stem as the origin， when the fruit enlarges， split-
ing occurs tangentially. With further cracking occurring perpendicular to the direction， 
the cuticle is raised， peeled off， and the epidermis巴xpc配 d.The cells die and the cork-
ing is formed. This is the usual formation of stem russeting. 
f) Difference in the development of the epidermal system between the 
central fruit and side fruit 
Examination of the growth of 
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the central fruit preceded the side fruit in the change of fruit form and the development 
of the cavity in general. But there was a tendency for the side fruits to change sudden-
ly for a short period of time. Histological examination of the epidermal systems of the 
stem portion of the central fruits and the side fruits gave no clear distinction betwe巴n
them. Cel1 development was similaI¥ 
4. Outside conditions influencing result formation 
Sunlight and russet formation 
Fruit in an exposed position， such as in the top of the tree has a higher rate of 
russet d巴velopmentthan fruit grown in the shade. Based on this fact， sunlight may be 
considered as on巴 ofthe巴xternalcauses of russet formation. 
1) Restriction of sunlight by bagging 
Apples were covered with bags mad巴 of colored cel1ophane， ne¥司叩aper，paraffin 
paper， and polyethylene film etc to study the effect of th巴 intensityof the sunlight on 
th巴 d巴velopmentof russet. Results indicated that there wぉ atendency for materials 
having a low light transmission to be related to high russ巴ting，provided th巴 fruitwas 
not mJur巴d.However， fruits having poor air ventil1ation at a high temperature， such as 
with the vinyl bag， d巴V巴lopedwith 1巴nticelsabnormally corked and with much russeting 
in the stem portion of the apple. 
Fruits d巴velopingin color巴dcellophane， especially blue， had a higher content of 
waxy substance that those non-bagged and those cover巴dwith polyethylene. Vinyl bagged 
apples had a small quantity of such substance. No diff巴renceswere found in the w巴ight
of the cutic1巴 membraneper unit area of the fruit among the apples. From these facts， 
it seems that sunshine intensity influ巴nceson th巴 cuticularsurfac巴.
2) Ultra-violet light and the formation of russet 
Golden Delicious apples were subjected to fruits during the period from early Jun巴
to early August. 
At 5 times during the period from巴arlyJune to early August， Golden Delicious 
apples were subjected to ultra-violet light (10Viん2600A)produced by a sterilizing lamp. 
Various distances from the fruit and duration of light tr巴atm巴ntwer巴 studiedduring 
this period. Results indicated that during the period from early Jun巴 toearly July with 
about 3 w田 ksof light treatment， russeting vvas generated. However， after the middle 
of July， almost no reaction was produced. 
Relation between humidity and russeting 
1) High moisture conditions 
Apples bagged in polyethylene and vinyl gr巴wunder a condition of high humidity. 
They developed large lenticels， heavy russeting， and numerous cracks in the cuticle. The 
outer app巴aranc巴 ofth巴 fruitwas seriously impaired. 
Apparently fruit placed under high humidity conditions developed less waxy subst-
ance and 1巴s cuticle film weight. Furth巴r，combining poor gas exchange with high hu-
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midity in the bag hindered the generation of waxy substance and the thickness of the 
cuticle film. However， high humidity is not as significant in causing russet generation 
as the splitting and pe巴lingof the cuticle during the enlargement of the apple. 
2) Dry condition and russet generation 
Apples wer巴 enclosedin vinyl bags containing silica g巴1and further protected by a 
glass box and a corrugated vinyl plate to produce dri巴rthan normal conditions for the 
development of the fruit. Examination of th巴 lentic巴1was suppressed that the development 
of the lenticel was suppressed more than in the non-bagged fruits and the cuticle had 
slight cracking. The waxy substances were greater than under high humidity conditions. 
Fruits were almost void of corking even at maturity. However， these results were not 
only due to th巴 dryconditioIls， but also to various other factors such as temperature 
and sunshine und巴rthese conditions 
The generation of russeting by abrasing 
When the young fruit with its protective system not sufficiently developed is sub-
jected to strong winds and the fruit touches the branches and leaves and oth巴rfruits， 
abrasing damag巴 isproduced on the fruit surface. In many cases， the damage peels off 
m巴chanicallyth巴 cuticlelayer and epidermal cels. The corking which is formed over 
th巴 exposedlayers appears as russet. However， the corking is limited to the damaged 
area generaly and seldom exp阻 dsover the entire fruit as so-called russet-fruit. 
The course of cork formation was observed after artifically injuring the apple with 
sand paper. After injuring， a cork layer was formed ov巴rthe injured area with a cork 
thin layer on the inside， and cork cells on the outside. This isthe course ofdevelopment 
of corking similar to russeting under natural conditions. 
5. Conclusion 
The cause of russet generation on apple fruits under natural environmental condi-
tions was found first to be caused by a weakness in cuticle formation or the cuticle had 
10st its function as the protective system of the fruit surface due to some hindrance and 
lωs in the formation. The second cause was th巴 expansionof the splits in the cuticle 
layer which natural1y occur in the growth and en1argement of the fruit. That is， when 
the cuticle was split and partially peeled off along with the epidermal cells， the hypoder-
mal cells were exposed and corking occurred. If externa1 cause such as harmfu1 light 
and high humidity conditions are added， severe corking will t北eplace and the fruit 
begins to show russet generation. 
Th巴 stomata，lenticels and hair bases som巴timesmay become significantly corked 
by proper external conditions. There russet spots are called “dot russetsぺ
Th巴 stemportion of the fruit has a condition which is conducive to russet deve1op-
ment provided the cuticle is not sufficiently developed. Th巴 cavitycan store rain water 
during the enlargement of the fruit which influences the moisture situation over the 
cuticle. Under such conditions， russet generation is easy. Th巴 Jonathanof russet in th巴
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central fruit is less becaus巴 i臼 protectivesystem develops ahead of that of the side 
fruits， during its period from bloom to the young fruit. 
Under natural environmental conditions， unbagged fruits in the top of the tr巴es
area more巴xpc配 dto external causes of russet formation. The fruit growing in the 
shaded portion of the tree due to th巴 branchesand leaves， develops less russet. Conse-
quently， the effect of bagging is on the elimination to a certain extent of the internal 
and external causes of russ巴tformation. 
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摘要
リンゴ果実のサど発生機構に関する組織学的研究
渡部俊二
(LLr JT~大学農学部果樹学研究室)
リンゴの果実の表面に生ずるコルクは，その外観からサピ (russet)とよばれ，商品価値
をそこなうことが大きい.サビの発生は品種によってちがい，また果房内の中心果と側果
とでもちがう. さらにサビは外部条件によっても影響され，幼果の時から袋をかけて保護
すれば，その発生をほぼ回避できる.
本研究は， リンゴ果実の表皮系について組織学的に追究し，自然環境下におけるサピ発
生の機構を明らかにし，さらにサピ発生に関与する外的要因についても基礎的な知見を求
めようとしたものである.
1. リンゴ果実表皮の組織学的研究
リンゴ果実の表皮細胞は，幼果期には 1列に密に配列され，縦に長い長方形である.発
育にともなって表皮細胞は変形する.多くの品種では方形さらに扇平化して横に長し、長方
形になるが，国光，印度，ゴールデン・デリシヤスなどでは方形から犬歯状の不規則な形
に変化し，たがいに接していた表皮細胞は隔離された状態になり，その間隙はクチクラに
よってしめられる.
表皮細胞の外気接触面はクチクラによっておおわれており，クチクラはろう質物とクチ
ン，高級脂肪酸などから構成されている ろう質物はクチクラの最上層をしめ，成熟期に
は白粉をまぶしたように果実の表面をおおい，電子顕微鏡による観察では多角形のか粒と
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して認められる.
クチクラは気孔，毛による断絶以外は切れ目がなく，平板状に連続的に分布している.
しかし表面観察の結果ではところどころに亀裂が存在し，幼果期のクチクラ表面にもすで
に小亀裂が認められた.この亀裂は果実の肥大生長にともなう表皮細胞の変形，クチクラ
の不充分な生成，強い日射，降雨による多湿状態の持続などの条件が加われば，さらに裂
聞してサピの起点となりやすい.
幼果の表皮細胞層には気孔，毛が点在する.気孔は終花3週間後頃から開問機能を失な
い，果実の肥大と相まって，ついには孔辺細胞を中心に裂関する.裂閉した気孔の呼吸睦
周辺の下皮細胞部分には 7~10 日後にコルク形成層が形成され， やがて斑点状のコルク組
織が形成される.これが皮目(果点)である.毛は全長約 2mmのねじれた綿毛で，基部
は大型の表皮細胞にかこまれている.毛は終花4週間後頃から先端部よりしおれはじめ，
果実の肥大後期頃までには梗あ部，がくあ部を除いて自然に脱落する.
2.果実の肥大にともなう表皮系の変化とサビの発生機構
A.果皮の展張と表皮系の変化
ろう質物の消長
サピ発生の多い紅玉， ゴーノレデ、ン・デリシヤスおよび発生の少ない国光，旭の無散布，
無袋で栽培した果実について SUMP法および replica法により果面のろう質物の形態を
経時的に観察した.その結果 6月上旬ではか粒状のろう質物が認められず，旭のクチク
ラ表層にわずかに膜片状のろう質物が認められ 7月上旬にようやくか粒状のろう質物が
旭，紅玉に認められた. この傾向はクロロホノレム浸漬法により果実の粗ろう質物含量の消
長をしらベた結果においても同様であった.
クチクラの発達とその品種間差異
クチクラ層の厚さを経時的にしらべた結果，クチクラは果実の生長肥大にともない10月
上旬頃までは累積的に増加することが認められた.また品種聞にはクチクラ層の厚さに差
が認められ，成熟期において国光>紅玉>ゴールデ、ン・デリシヤスの関係が見られた.
表皮細胞の形態の変化とクチクラの裂開
果実の肥大後期から成熟期にかけて果皮は展張し，表皮細胞は方形から不定形または犬
歯状に変化し，密接していた細胞は隔離され，クチクラによって包まれる.この時までに
クチクラの量的増加がともなわない品種(ゴールデ、ン・デリシヤスなど)はクチクラ層が
裂開し，表皮細胞の一部が外面に露出しやすくなる.露出した部分およびその周辺の表皮
細胞は壊死しコルク組織が形成されサピ状を呈する. しかし国光のようにクチクラの生成
が良好な品種では，たとえこのような表皮細胞の形態的変化が起つでも細胞間隙はクチク
ラによってしめられ，外的要因が加わらぬ限り露出しない.
気孔，毛こんの皮目化と果点サピの発生
リンゴ果実の皮自の起点はほとんど気孔であるが，まれに毛こんも裂開コノレク化して皮
日としての組織形態を示す.またゴールデン・デリシヤス，印度などの皮目は多湿および
ガス交換不良などの条件の下で，皮目の周辺がやや広い範囲にコルク化し，果点サピとな
りやすい.
ネ更あ部の表皮系の変化と梗サピの発生
リンゴの果実は同一果実でもその部位により発育肥大の仕方がことなり，それにともな
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い表皮系の変化にもちがし、が見られる.すなわち梗あ部では果皮が肥大にともなって果梗
基部を原点として縦軸および横軸の方向に展張するため，切線方向と平行な亀裂と直角な
亀裂が起り，クチクラが剥離し，露出した表皮細胞は壊死し，かわってコルク組織(サピ)
が形成される.このように梗あ部にかぎって特徴的に生ずるサビが梗サピである.
B.サビの発生機構
リンゴ果実のクチクラは上層がろう質物によってしめられ，下層には高級脂肪酸類など
が集積している.クチクラの構成(ろう質物のしめる割合)は品種によって差が見られ，
サビを生じやすい品種では発生の少ない品種よりろう質物が少ない傾向が認められる.ろ
う質物の少ないクチクラは果実の生長肥大にともなってクチクラ層の一部に亀裂を生じや
すい.この亀裂はクチクラ層における亀裂にとどまらず 7月上旬~中旬頃からしだいに
網目状に拡大され，表皮細胞あるいは下皮細胞層にまでおよぶ裂開となる.この裂開部分
は発生後 7~lO 日を経てコルク化する.網目状にコルク化した部分によって区切られたク
チクラ層および表皮細胞は， しだいに剥離し壊死するが，その場合は該部にコルク形成層
があらたに形成され，外側にコルク細胞が，内側にはコルク皮層が形成される.以上が胴
サピ(果実の胴部に網目状または全面的に発生)の発生機構であり，梗サピ，がくあサビ
(梗あおよびがくあに条線状，条斑状に発生)，果点サビも原則的にはこれと同様の発生機構
によるものである.
このようにサビの発生は 1次的にはクチクラおよび表皮細胞が裂閉または剥離によって
失なわれることに原因が求められ 2次的に表皮の損失により露出し壊死した部分および
その周辺がコノレク組織でしめられることによるものである.
3. サピ発生に関与する外的条件
日射:果実に各種の被袋処理を行ない日射の強さを調節し，サビの発生をしらべた結果，
光線透過率の低い材料による被覆ほど果実表皮系に対する保護効果が顕著であった.また
果実に殺菌灯を照射すると，処理後3週間経過して，照射面に自然条件下で発生するサビ
と類似のサピを生じた.
水湿:ビニノレ袋などで覆い多湿条件下においた果実は，袋内の高い湿潤状態およひ、ガス
交換不良などの条件も加わって，ろう質物含量，クチクラ膜重とも少なく，クチクラの発
達が阻害された.一方シリカゲ、ノレ入りのビニル袋などを被せ， 自然条件より乾燥した条件
下で生長した果実は，皮目の発達，クチクラの亀裂が無袋果実よりも軽微であった.
すれ(機械的損傷):すれ傷はクチクラ，表皮細胞および果肉の一部が除かれているこ
とが多く，このような傷を受けると下層にコルク組織が形成されサピとなる.
4.結語
リンゴ果実におけるサビの発生は，まず表皮のクチクラの構成がろう質物の少ない貧弱
な保護体制からなるか，あるいはその生成阻害，損失などによりクチクラが保護組織とし
ての機能をはたし得なくなるところに原因が求められる.つぎに果実の生長肥大(果皮の
展張)の過程においてクチクラ層上に発生しやすい亀裂があげられる.すなわちクチクラ
層の一部が裂開し，表皮細胞が変形するとクチクラは部分的に剥離し，その部分にコノレク
組織(サビ)が形成される.これに有害光線，多湿条件などの外的要因が加われば，はげ
しいコルク化が起り外観をそこなうようなサビにひろがる.
果面に点在する気孔，時には毛こんに由来する皮目も外的要因が働けば，いちじるしく
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コルク化して果点サビとなる.
梗あ部は果実の生長肥大の仕方からいってもクチクラの発達が充分に行なわれにくヨいと
いう条件を有するが，該部は果実の肥大にともない， くぼみに雨水が停滞するなど，水湿
による影響も受けやすく，中心果，側果の別なくサピ発生が容易な条件をそなえている.
中心果よりも側果にサピの発生が多いのは，果形の変化， とくに梗あ部の果形の変化が
急激で，この部分のクチクラに亀裂を生じやすいところにあると考えられた.
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Explanation of plates 
Plate 1 
A : Stem russets formed in lineally striped form of stem-end cavity in Golden Delicious apple. 
a : Magnification in a portion of A. Russet formed radial1y and concentrically from fruit stem. 
B : Side russets formed in the whole surface of Golden Delicious apple. 
b : Magnification in a portion of B moulded by the SUMP m巴thod.Cracks of a netted form and 
the cork formation in a crack portion. (Le : lenticel) 
C : Calyx-end russets formed in the lineally striped form on calyx-end cavity of Golden Delicious 
apple 
c : Magnification in a portion of C. 
D : Lenticel russeted in spot form by remarkable suberization in Golden Delicious apple 
d : Magnification in spot russets of Golden Delicious apple. 
Plate 11 
Electron micros∞pic photographs were taken at magnifications of 1500 x to 20000 x . 
A : Electron microscopic photographs of the fruit surface in a Ralls apple， waxy substance is slight. 
(x 15000， June 10， 1965) 
B : Surfac巴 ofMcIntosh waxy substance covering filmy forms is seen. (x 1回00，June 10， 1965) 
C : Waxy substance to be assemble granularly after scattel.ing filmy on the surface of Golden De-
Iicious apple. (x 20000， 1965) 
D : Magnified granular waxy substance formed on th巴surfaceof Jonathan apple at initial formation 
stage. (x 15000， Ju¥. 10， 1965) 
E : lnitial period of formation of waxy substanc巴ofGolclen Delicious apple. (x 15000， Ju¥. 10， 1965) 
F : Magnified granular waxy substance formed on the surface of McIntosh apple. (x 15000， Ju¥. 
10， 1965) 
Plate 111 
Various form of granular waxy substance between apple varieties ; the replicas of fruit surface 
were taken at magnifications of 10000 x to 18000 x with electron microscope. 
A : vVaxy substance of wheat grain form and irregular form on Ral1s apple ; itclistributecl demely. 
(x 18000， Sept. 10， 1965) 
B : Spherical form or irregular form on Golden Delicious apple ; itdistributed coarsely. (x 18000， 
Sept. 10， 1965) 
C : Capsule form in Jonathan apples ; itdistr出utedcoarsely. (x 18000，> Sept. 10， 1965) 
D : Spherical form or cylindrical form in McIntosh ; clistribuing mor巴 densely.(x 18000， Sept. 10， 
1965) 
E : Same as D. (x 10000) 
F : Cylindrical form or spherical form in Starking Delicious apple ; distribuing more densely than 
McIntosh dicl. (x 10000， Sept. 10， 1965) 
Plate IV 
Photographs of apple skin surface taken at clifferent magnifications with an electron micro-
scope 
A : Waxy substance in skin surface polishecl with a finger just after harvest of Jonathan apples. 
( x 15000， Sept. 10， 1965) 
B : Electron microscopic photograph of the surface of a Jonathan apple receiving actual sun-scald 
on the tree. (x 15000， Sept. 10， 1965) 
C : Surface of Jonathan apples radiated with sterilizing lamp (10 vV) at 30 cm clistance for one 
hour. (x 1000， Sept. 10， 1965) 
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D : Surface of a Jonathan apple radiated with an sterilizing lamp for one hour and used after 
2 weeks as a sample. (x 10000， S巴pt.24， 1965) 
E : Surface of Jonathan apples after-5-second imm巴rsioninto ether. (x 13000， early Oct. 1964) 
F : Surface of a Golden Delicious apple after 1.5-minute immersion into chloroform. (x 13000， 
early Oct. 1964) 
Plate V 
The histological configuration in epidermis with fruit growing. Transverse section of the 
epidermisshowing the histological variation of its cells with fruit growing. 
J 1 : Jonathan ; June 2 
J 2 : Jonathan ; June 16 
J3・Jonathan; July 14 
Plate VI 
G1 : Golden ; Delicious June 2 
G 2 : GolcIen ; Delicious J un巴 16
G3: Golden ; Delicious July 14 
R1: Ralls; June 2 
R2 : Ralls ; June 16 
R3:Ralls;July 14 
A : Arrangement of the epidermal cells in a young fruit of Ralls apple; there was a stoma at 
cent巴r.(x 400， Jun巴 2)
B : Cracks on cuticular layer generat巴dalong the vertical wall of the epidermal cell in a Jonathan 
apple ; the cuticular layer observed by the SUMP method on the fruit removed hairs after 
one week from petal-fall. (x 450， May 17) 
C : Cracked portions stain巴dby means of Sudan III in the skin of a Golden Delicious apple; 
samples was stained for 24 hours. (June 14) 
D : Cracks of netted form on cuticular layer of a Golden Delicious apple. (June 30) 
E : Crack grooves stained with the Sudan III for finding of cork formation in a Golden Delicious 
apple. (July 10， x 450) 
F : Judgement of cork formation in the crack grooves by means of the SucIan II. Golden Deli-
cious， July 10 
G : Crack grooves on the surface of a Golden Delicious apple. (x 450， July 15) 
H : Crack grooves on the surface of a GolcIen Delicious apple. (x 450， July 30) 
Plate VII 
Transversal section of epidermis showing the process of the structual variation of fruit skin 
and cork tissue formation in Jonathan ancI Golden Delicious apples. 
A : Epidermis of a young. fruit uncIevelopecI cuticle yet. (x 450， May 12) 
B : EpicIermis of th巴initialstage of cuticle formation; cIouble staining SucIan III and DelafielcI's 
haematoxylin were usecI. (x 450， June 2) 
C : Section through the cracks generatecI on the cuticle layer; the periocI of cIivision ancI an in-
crease of the epidermal cels. (x 600， June 16) 
D : Increase in the thickness of the cuticle layer ancI enlargement crack. (x 600， July 5) 
E:D巴hiscencedcuticle ancI巴picIermalcells; the epidermal cells changecI to brown color and the 
new formation of cork layer began. (x 450， July 30) 
F : Epidermal peeling taking place partially; in 7-10 cIays after cracking epicIermal peeling took 
place. (x 450， Aug. 15) 
G : Transverse section through the portion of the remarkable formation of cork tissue. (x 600， 
Aug. 15) 
H : Transverse section through portion of forming pericIerm (russeting) ; double staining SucIan III 
and Delafield's haematoxylin were usecI. (x 600， Oct. 9)
Plate VIII 
Various crack grooves on sicIe portion of maturecI frui匂 (bySUMP methocI) 
A : Bag-covering Jonathan apple. (>く400，Oct. 9) 
B : Un covered Jonathan apple. (x 400， Oct. 9) 
C : Bag-covering Ralls apple. (x 400， Oct. 25) 
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D : Un covered Ralls apple. (x 400， Oct. 25) 
E : Un covered Golden Delicious apple; cracked gr∞ves in stem-end region; hair-bases at the 
central portion. (x 450， Oct. 25) 
F : Un covered Golden Delicious apple ; crack grooves in the calyx-end region ; a stoma at center 
was varied intolenticel. (x 400， Oct. 25) 
Plate IX 
Transversal section showing the structual changes in epidermal cels between apple varieties. 
A : Epidermal cells changing a rectangul巴rform into square form in a Jonathan apple. (July 18) 
B : Epidermal cells changing a square form into a dog-tooth form in a lndo apple. (Aug. 10) 
C : Epidermal cells changing a square form into an irregular form in a Ralls apple; cuticle was 
filled up interspace of the epidermal cels. (Aug. 10) 
c : Cmagnified. 
D : Epidermal cels changing a squar巴 forminto irregular form ; the cuticle are also deposited and 
the cells w巴reeasy to separate mutually. (Aug; 10) 
d : Epidermal cels of McIntosh variety. (Aug. 5) 
E : Change in form of epidermal cel in a Golden Delicious apples ; the epidermal cels of Golden 
Delicious apple were earlier separated than that of other vari巴tiesused， and the epidermal cells 
wer巴exposedto air出 thecrack portions of cuticular layer， and they changed color and shape， 
and at last a great many them died. (Aug. 10) 
e : Flat epidermal cells of a Golden Delicious apple ; the interspaces of epidermal cells were filled 
up with the cuticle. (Aug. 5) (Cu : cuticle， Ep ・epidermalcels) 
Plate X 
A : Guard cels (the proto-cells) in the epidermis of the receptacle in Jonathan apple flower bud. 
( x 600， Apr. 10) 
B : Guard cells in epidermis of the re回 ptaclein Golden Delicious flower buds. (x 600， Apr. 10) 
C : Normal stoma ; stomatal structure seen normally in Ralls apples. (x 400， June 2) 
D : Guard cells elevating somewhat in Jonathan apple; it seemed to lower function. (Jul. 5) 
E : Section of epidermis broken at stomatal aperture in Golden Delicious apples， and elevated mor巴
than D. (Jul. 15) 
F : Stoma regarded as that open function was disappeared ; guard cels and subsidiary cels were 
elevated， and hypodermal cel varied into irregular arrangement and their walls became to 
thicken. (Jul. 15) 
Plate XI 
Structual change of stomata with growing of fruits. 
A -1 : Stoma on the surface of fruit receptacle ; by SUMP method. (Ralls， x 600， May 24) 
A -2 : Section of stoma of a young fruit. (Ralls， x 400， May 2) 
B-1 : Stoma left to open in Jonathan apple; stomata lost their function. (x 400， Jun. 16) 
B-2・Longitudinalsection of B-1 ; a r田 plraωrycavity becamesmall air pocket. (x 450) 
C-1 : Stomatal aperture巴nlargedremarkably with the growth of fruit in a Golden Delicious fruit. 
(x 400， Jun. 24) 
C -2 : Longitudinal section of C-1. (x 450) 
D-1 : Stoma b巴ginningto become a split. (Jonathan， x 400， Jun. 21) 
D-2 : Longitudinal section of a lenticeliz巴dstoma; cork cells of upper layer of hypodermis， and 
a cork cambium of middle layer and cork cortex of lower layer were seen. (Golden Delicious， 
Aug.4) 
Plate XII 
Process in development of subsidiary cels by surface obs巴rvatlOn.
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A : One row cells surrounding the guard cells ; the cells of one row seemed to become subsidiary 
cels. (May. 30) 
B : Subsidiary cells of 3-4 rows surrounding guard cell in a rosett form. (June 10) 
C : Under view of subsidiary cels. (June 10) 
D : Stoma 1巴ftto open; subsidiary cells surrounding the guard cells目 (June16) 
E : Stomatal aperture opened further largely. (June 20) 
F : Stoma just before dehiscent; subsidiary cells were enlarged further. (June 25) 
Plate Xln 
Process in the differentiation of stomata and hairs. 
1 and 2・Longitudianalsection of the skin in a receptacle of Ralls apple; the proto-guard cells 
existed between epidermal one's as a pair of large one's. (x 600， Apr. 10) 
3 : Primitive hairs ; one of epidermal cells elo昭 ated.(Ralls， Apr. 4) 
4 : Hair on the way of growth. (Ralls， x 600， Apr. 9) 
5 : Increased epidermal cells and hypodermal cell layers. (Jonathan. x 450， Apr. 13) 
6 : Magnification of 5. (x 600) 
Plate XIV 
Morphological change in hairs and hair-bases with growing of fruits 
A : Hairs grown on the surface of receptacles・(Jonathan，May 6) 
B : Hairs grown on the surface of young fruit ; staining with methylen blue. (x 280， May 24) 
C : Hairs and hair-bases on the surface of a young fruit. (x 280， June 9) 
D : Hair-base consisting of rosette-formed cels. (x 400， June 9) 
E : Longitudinal section through hair in the skin of a young fruit ; Ralls apple， (x 400， June 9) 
F : Longitudinal section through the hair in the skin of Ralls apple.; the hair was seen in right 
side of this figure. (x 600， June 16) 
G : Cuticle filled up the int巴rspacesof cells of a hair-base it seems that hair detached after a 
short time. (Jonathan， x 450， July 1) 
H ・Dehiscenceof hair-base. (Golden Delicious， July 16) 
Plate XV 
The distribution of the hairs on the surface of young fruit in various varieties. 
R : Ralls 
GD : Golden Delicious 
J : Jonathan 
S : Starking Delicious 
Mc : McIntosh 
A : American Summer Pearmain (May 19.， by SUMP method) 
Plate XVI 
Process in formation of periderm. 
A : Exposure of epidermal cells by dehiscence of cuticle; according of Acrolein Schiff reaction. 
(Golden D巴licious，x 400， late June) 
B : Change in epidermal cells ; epidermal cells was exposed directly， these cells flattened and at 
last died， and epidermal and hypodermal cells were stained with pyronine methyl green 
(Gol，必nDelicious， x 400) 
C : Split of cuticle; epidermal cells died， and cork cambium began to be formed at a portion 
includin日onbypodermis ; according to Acrolein Schiff reaction. (late Oct. x 400) 
D : More progr巴ssiveformation uf cork cambium than that of C ; wh巴nthe sample was stail町l
by a LILLIE'S method， the cell membrane and cuticle stained to bright red， but red granules 
were not found. (Golden Delicious， x 400， late Oct.) 
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E : Similar portion to that of broken epiclermis in D ; when Acrolein Schiff reaction was usecl， 
the cleacl hypodermal cels deeply stained especialy. (Golden Delicious， x 600， late Oct.) 
F : Fruit skin portion ; being distinguished between the separation of cuticle， dead epidermal group 
touching slightly to new peridermis， deacl epidermal ce1 ancl cambium by pyronine methyl 
green staining. (Golden Delicious， X 400， late Oct.) 
Plate XVII 
Longituclinal sections through a open ancl close type lenticels stainecl with various staining 
reagents. 
A : Open type lenticel in a Ra11s fruit imm巴路巴clinto the solution of methyl green (pH 4.3) for 
two hours. (x 120) 
B : Open type lenticel in a Ralls fruit immersecl into th巴solutionof Safranin (pH 5.8) for two hours. 
(x 120) 
C ・Cl田 ecltype lentic巴1in a Ra11s fruit immers巴clinto Delafielcl's Haematoxylin (pH 2め fortwo 
hours. (x 120) 
D : Fruit surface of a Golclen Delicious apple stainecl with Eosin (pH 7.1). (x 120) 
E : Fruit surface of a Ralls apple stain巴clwith Neutral recl (pH 1.9). (x 120) 
F : Fruit surface of a Golden Delicious apple stained with Suclan III (pH 1.9). (x 120) 
Plate XVIII 
A : Healthy stomata ; positive reaction was seen genera1y in both the epiclermal ce1s ancl hypoder-
mal ce1s by pyronine-methyl green stainecl (recl staining with pyronine). (Ra11s， late May， x 400) 
B : Stomata opening function of which lowered somewhat; the hypodermalαl1s surrouncling sto-
mata stainecl to light recl only. (Ra11s， x 400， late June) 
C : Dehiscence at stomatal aperture ancl the ce11s enclosing the clehiscence; the presence of rich 
protein was seen in the ce1 thickened wa11s in hypodermis by Acrolein Schiff reaction. (Gold-
en Delicious， x 400， late June) 
D : Lenticelized stoma ; cork cambium was formecl and the cork tissue was formecl in the portion 
exposed to air ; by P AS reaction. (Golden Delicious， late Oct.) 
E : Hair-base ancl acljacent αl1s to it ; they were stained to light recl color by pyronine was obta. 
i民 dwhen pyronine-rriethyl.green staining. (Ra1s， x 400， late Oct.) 
F : Fa11ed trac白 ofhairs stained with pyronine-methyl green stain. (Jonathan， x 400， early June) 
G : Hair-base ; cork cambium was forming the hypodermal cels b巴neathit. The ce11s stainecl to 
som巴whatrecl by slightly strong pyronine was founcl in the hypoclermal cells by using pyronine-
methyl green. (Ra1s， x 400，閃rlyJune) 
H : Hair-base around which cork was formed ; the wal1s of the hypodermal cels at and near 
wouncled trace were thにkenedand much sugar content in the wa11s was founcl by the PAS 
reaction. (Golden Delicious， x 400， latter Oct.) 
Plate XIX 
A : Lenticel formed on the fruit surface of Golden Delicious. (surface observation， x 400， June 26) 
B : Lenticel begun to form cork after clehisαnce ; surface observation according to staining with 
methylen blue. (Jonathan， x 450) 
C : Lenticel forming cork with growing of fruits after split; when hair-bases are observecl by 
SUMP methocl， hair-bases varied into pin-point-dots. (Jul. 14) 
D : Lenticel of c¥osecl type in a bag covering Ra11s apple ; the cork was formecl at the early stage 
。fspliting. (x 600， Sept. 10) 
E : Lenticel originated from hair-base in Ra11s apples. (x 800， Sept. 10) 
F : Extremely large lenticel by cork formation in no-covering lnclo apple. (x 800， Oct. 25) 
G : TrianguJar lenticel on the early McIntosh apple as particular case. (x 600) 
H : Triangular lentic巴1formec1 on Jonathan apple， though rarely. (x 200， Oct. 25) 
Plate XX 
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A : Longitudinal section through lenticel (dots) ; a cork cells was elevated from the bottom of air 
pocket under the dehiscence. (Golden Delicious， Aug. 4) 
B : Magnification of lenticel ; the air pocket was entirely occupied with cork cels. (刈50)
C : Longitudinal section through lenticel in Jonathan apple. (x 450 Aug. 5) 
D : Cork tissue of lenticeJ in a Indo appJe. (x 600， Aug. 10) 
E:白 rktissue of lenticel in a Ralls apple. (x 450， Aug.) 
F : Cork tissue of lenticeJ in a McIntosh apple. (x 600， Aug. 10) 
Plate XXI 
A : Longitudinal section through a lenticel originated from a stoma HypodermaJ cells near respi-
ration cavity varied into cork cells， cork ti田uebecame to be directly exposed to air. (Golden 
Delicious apple) 
B : Magnification of a lenticel in A. 
C : Long山 dinalsection through lenticel of a Jonathan apple. (A昭 10)
D : Magnification of periderm in lentic巴1of a Golden Delicious apple. (Aug. 10) 
E:L巴nticelof a Ralls apple 
F : Lenticel of a McIntosh apple 
Plate XXII 
A : Y oung fruit b巳ginningto form around stem-base of Ralls apple; hairs were stil growing， a 
fruit was stained with methyJen blue. (June 15) 
B : Golden Deliciousapple forming stem-end cavity with the grow of the fruit; cracks began to 
b巴 formon epidermis. (June 15) 
C : Epidermal cracks in stem-end cavity of Golden Delicious. (June 15) 
D : Cracks formed in calyx-end of Golden Delicious. (Jun巴 15)
E : Calyx-end of Golden Delicious. (June 5) 
F : Cracks begun to form on cal戸 -endcavity. (Golden Delicious， July 20) 
Plate XXIII 
A : Longitudinal section of the skin of a Chojuro pear (brown skin) ; hypodermal cells are well 
developed as compared with that of th巴 apple fruit. 
B : Longitudinal section through a healthy stoma in La France p田 r; the stoma had resemblance 
to thos巴 ofan apple. (May 20) 
C : Stoma changing into a lenticel. (Chojuro pear， June 20) 
D : Stoma changing into lenticelフthecells at the periphery of guard cells only died， and the cells 
。fthickened membrane was not found. (Bartlett p伺 r，July 10) 
E : Cork cambium formed at portion abrading with branch. (Waseaka p白 r，June 10) 
F : Longitudinal section through a developed lenticel ; cork tissue was successively formed. (Chojuro 
pear， July 1) 
(東北大学審査学位論文)
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